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DEVELOPMENT OF NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE
I

'-AND ART-PART 3.

/

JULY 29, 1981

U.S. SENATE,'
Szr,zur COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRSW a4thingten, D .C. .

room
The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10
Duksen Senate °Ice Building, Senator John-Ilelcher (acting
'r
chairman) presiding.
Staff present -: Max Richtman, minority ,staff director; John
5110,

Chaves, staff attorney : John Mulkey, professional staff member ; Tina

Kanemoto, professional staff member; and Christine Drayton, staff
assistant.

Senator MELCHER. The select committee will come to order.
Our first scheduled witnesses.are Senators Hatfiel and, Matsun5a..
Inasmuch as neither are here right now. we will 'call the not witness.

When the Senators appear, we will ask the witne_ to bear with us
and permit them to give their testimony.

Our first witness is Delfin Lovato, chairman of the All Indian
Pueblo Council. We are delighted to have you with us and to have
your testimony.
First, I should fell you that this bill, S. 792, is for the preservatix

and development of native American arts and culture. Ddring the
96th Congress, I introduced S. 2166, a bill which has the same
purpose.

1.

The Select Committee on Indian Affairs held two hearings on that
bill, one in Sante Fe, N. Mex., on April 14, 1980, and ORR in:Washington, D.C. on July29, 1980. The hearings brought to light a number
of issues which required clari4cation before the committee couldvact
on the legislation. However, due to tile committee's busy agenda,' final
action on S. 2160 uyas postponed.

S. 792, which I introduced, on March 24, 198/, along with Senators
Burdick, Hatfield, Inouye, Goldwater, Matsunaga, Baucus, Domenici,
and DeConcipi, incorporates many of the suggestions made by Indian
) as weal 'as non-Iiidiiin witnesses during the committee's hearings in
1980.

They include: No. 1, postponing action on the location of the institute until a decision is reached by a majority of the board; No. 2, a
elearer eiefipition of/ "Indian" and "Indian tribe"; No. a greater
emphaiis on coordination rather than centralization of the Federal
effort to promote Indian art and culture; No. 4, majority Indian representation on the board; and No. 5, reliance on tribal art and cultural
)

(1)

5

2

programs

of S. 7'92 is to provide for the establishnient of a national institute through which Indian art and f/pItlat will be pre-,
served, revitalized, aid disseminated.
S. 792 would comaine the functions of the Institute of American

Ipdian Arts in Sante Fe. N.,Mex., with the Indian Arts and Crafts
Board to create a new National Institute of Native American Culture
and Arts Development.

In addition to combining the two existing programs. the hill pro ides for expanding the institute to offer new features. including a
Center for Culture and Art Studies, a Centet for Native American
Scholars, a Center for Cultural Exchange. and a Alusermi of Indian
Arts.
Another purpose of Si 79-2 is to tentine from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs the responsibility for the operation of the institute. It currently

administers the progilons at the institute and has. by all accounts.
done a poor job. That is not a reflection on the Bureau of 'Indian
Affairs' ability,in other programs. It is a reflection on the lack of incentives and understandinsby the Bureau of Indian Affairs concern
in a' what Tnehan art and ct. ure is about and writ:Hui/1g what we are

------

trying to accomplish with the bill,
Therompittee s hearings last year on this issue revealed that current
Federal initiatives in the area of Indian art and culture are fragmented

and inadequate.
Fui1hermore. a recent decision by Secretary Watt to move the Institute of American Indian Art to the College rif Sante'Ve on a contract
basis has been eraracterized as a short-term,answer. I believe that the
erosion of Indian artistic and cultural expression requires a long-term
solution and that S. 792 is, in effect, the formulation of such a solution.
The estahilshment of an institute for the enhancement and preservation of this Nation's native art and culture is not a new concept, but
I believeit is one whose time has come.
The Senate Special Subovninittee Oil Indian Education in its 1969
report. "Indian Education : A National TragedyA National Challenge.." recommended the creation of such an institute and emphasized
that "the information such an institute could disseminateaas well as the
research which it could c6fiduct, would greatly increase public knowl-.
-.kedge and understanding of the American
Indian." Tilts was stated in
Senate Report 91-501 on page 126.
The Senate received that recommendation 12 years agd. S. 792 finall
gi N es the Congress the opportun it y.to consider the proposal..
If there is,anything more basic to our culture and history than Indian art andcultvire. I do not know what it is.
At this time, wit hopt objeion, I will place a copy of S. 792 in the
hearing record,:
['The bill follows :)

1

ti

4
I
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97TR,CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

S' 792

To promote the de%elopment of_NatiA e Amencan cultureand an

IN THE SENATE OF THE 'UNITED STATES
MARci,1 21 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 1B), 1981

Mr MELCHER (for himself, Mr SURDICK, Mr HATFIELD, lir INOUYE, Mr.
GOLDWATER, Mr MAIM:NAGA, Mr BAUCL'S,, Mr. DomENici..-and Mr
DECoNcititi introducea the following bill, which was rote twice and referred
to the SelgctCommittee on Indian Affairs

A BILL,
To promote the development of Nstive'Americtk culture and
art.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and ,House of Representa-

2 lives of the United Slates of America in Congress'asstmlAd,
3 That this Act may be cited a,s the "Native American Culture

4 and Art Development Act"
4

5
6

FINDINGS
SEC.

2. the Congtess finds and declares that

7

(1) Amcrifian Indian art a41 culture,. has contribut-

8

greatly to the artistic and cultural richness of the

9

Nation,

\
4

4

2

',

1

(2) American Indian art and culture occupies a

2

unique'psition in Ainerican history as being our only

3

native art form and cultural heritage;

.

4

(3)''the enhancement and preservation of this Na-

5

tion's native art and culture has a fundamental influ-

6

ence on the Amencarr people;

.

''''-'
e

(4) although the encouragement and support of

7,
8

Indian p,rts At nd crafts are primarily a matter for pri-

9

vate, local, and Indian initiative, it is also an appropriate matter of concern to the Federal Government;

10

/

(5) it is appropriate and necessary for the Federal

11

12

Government to support research an

13

Vidian art and culture.and to complement programs for

14

the advancement of Indian art and culture by tribal,

15

private, and public agencies and organizations;

-

16

(6)

sctrolarshiprTh.
i

current Federal, initiatives iii the area of

17

Indian art and culture are fragmented and inadequate;

18

and

..

.

19

(7) in order to coordinate' the Federal Govern

20

ment's effort to preserve, support, revitalize, and dis-

21.

semnate
i
Indian art .and culture, it is desirable to es-

.

.

.i

.

22

tabligka national Institute of Native American Culture
6
...
and Arts DeNfelopment.

23
24

DEFINITIONS
%

fr

25

SEC 3. As used in this Act
.1'

17"--711ie

i

r

s

2

3
1

(1) The term "Indian art and eulttire" inchides,'

2

but is not limited to, the4traditional and contemporary

3

expressions of NElitive American la
.

4

toms, belief, music, architecture, drama, dante, rituals,

5

and crafts.

6

e, histbrv, cus-

(2) The term - 'Institute" means the Institute of

7

Native American Culture an'-Arts Development estab- '
N...,,

8

lished by this Act.

9

4 The

10
11

12. i

,

..

term "Indian" or. "Native Afrierican".

pearls any person who is a member of an Indian tribe
s a Native Hawaiian.

(4) The term "Indian tribe" means any tribe,

13'

band, nation, or other organized group or community

14

of Indians,4cluding any Alaska Native village pursu-

15

ant to the Alaska -Native Claims Settlement Act,

16

which is recognized as eligible for special programs

17

="4nd services provided by the United Mates to Indians

18

..,

becau§e of their status as Indians.

19

(5) The term "Native Hawaiian''' means any de-

2t)

scendant of a pierson who, prior to 1778, was a native

21

of,the Hawaiian Islands.

22
23

(6) The term "secretary" means the Secretary of
4% the Interior

t.

9

4
ESTABLISHMENT OF INSTITUTE

1

2

SEC. 4." There is established the Institute of Native

3 American Culture and Arts Development, which _shall be
4 undpr the. direction and control ofa Board of.Tnrstees (here_

5 inafter referred to in this Act as the "Board") establis
6 accordance with section-5.

4,

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

7

8

4

SEC. 5. (a) The Board shall be composed of ighteen

9 members as follows-

.

,

10

(1) twelve members appointed by the President' of

11

the United States from among individuals from private

12

life who are Native Americans widely recognized

13

the field of Indian art and culture;

14

(2) Secretary of the Interior (or his desjnee);

15

(3) Secretary of Education (or his de-signee)t,

16

(4) Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

(or

(b) Chairffian, National Endowment of the Arts

18

designee);

19 L

(6) Chairman, National EndoWment of the Hu-

20

manities.(or his designee); and

21

22

in

his designee);

17

-*N

(7) Librarian of Congress (9r-4designee).

shall serve. as an _ex officio

23 The Pregident of the 4st:
C

in

24 member of the B

se.

1

10
I

5

(b) In making appointments pursuant t,o paragraph (I) of
2

s,ubaection (a), the Presint of ?he UnitedStates shall

(1) consult VII the

3

tribes and the various

organizations of 'Native Athericans; and

4

(2)14

5

due consideration to the appointment of'

.04

.-

6

individuals who will provide appropriate regional and

7

tribal representatiort on the Board.

,.

(e) The tertn of .office of earh member of the Board rip-

9 pointed pursuant to paragraph (1) of subs'ec'tion (al

be

ID' six years, excepts that of ucla members first appointed,- four
11

shall serve for a term

' of four
two years, four for a term

4

12 years, and four for a term Of six years, as designated):),- the
.13 President as of the time of appointment. Any, member of the

14 Board appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the. expi-

45 ration of the term to which his predecessor was ahointed
4ot

16 shall. be appointed for the *mainder of the terra. No member
17

of the Board appointed pursuant to paragraph (1) of subsec-

18 Lion (a) shall be eligible to serve in excess of two consecutive

19 terms, but may continue to serve until his successor is ap26 pointed.
21

'

.(d) The President of the United States shall designate

22 the initial Chairman and Viet" Chairman of the; Board from
23 among the members of the Board appointed pursuant to para-

24 graph (1) of subsection (a). Such Chaim, an and

ice Chair-

-.

25 man so designated shall serve for twely calendar months.

6

1 Vhe Chairman and ViCe Chairman shall thereafter-be elected

2 by the members of the Boanfappointed -pursuant to para.

.

4/. graph (1) of subsection (a) and shrill serf 'for terms tif_or
4 years. In the cash of a vacancy in-the office of Chairman or
5 -Vier) Chairman, such vacancy shall he filled by the members

6 of the Board appointed pursuant to paragraph (1) of subsec7

tion (a) and the 'Member filling such iaeanc,,7-shall serve for

8 the remainder of the unexpired-term.
A

.

/ (e) Unless otherwise provided by the bylaws d the In-'

9

10 stitute, a vnajority of the members of the Board shall consti-

11 ;lute a quOruln.

(f)lhe Board is authorizei-

12

13
14

I (1) to formulate the policy of the Institute;
`

/ (2) to make such bylaws, rules, and regulations as

15

it deems necessary for the administration of its func-

16

ti ns under this Act, including the organization and

17

procedu e of the Board",

18

(3) to obtain the services of experts and consult
ants in accordance with. the provisions of section 3109

20

of title 5, United States Code, and to accept and lid-

21 :

lize the services ofvolurtary and noncompensated per-

22

sonnel, and reimburse them for 'travel expenses, includ-

23

ing per diem, as author4ed by section 5703 of title 5,

24

United States Code;

0%.

.

s
#

,

7

.

(4) to solicit, accept; and dfspose of gifts, be-

quests, 'devises

.

of money, securities,. and other properties of whatever character, for the benefit of the hvti..

2

a

tute;

4

.

.

(5) to receive grants from, and. enter

5
t

if

con-

cts and other arrengements with, Federal, State, or

local governments, putlic an private agen

r

s, organi-

zutions, and institutions, and individuals;

8

(6) tot aequi;e.,

9

Inaintain; use, operate, and

dispose of such real property, including improvements
11

.thereon,

12

items, as may be necessary to enable

13

personal PPtiperty,

e

ipment,

and at
'ard to

earry out the' purposes of this Att; and

(7) notwithstanding section 3618 of the Revised

14

Statutes (31 U.S.C.- 487), or any similar provision of

15
1

/OP

16-i

law, tolise any funds or property received by the In-

17

stitute to carry. out the
purposes of this Act.
.

18

4"(g). Members of the Board appointed pursuant to pare-

19. graph (1) of subtection (a) of this section shall, for each day

they ate engaged in the pealrmance of the duties under this
21

,.

Act, receive compensation at the rate of $125 per day, in-

22 eluding traveltime. All members of the Board, While-so serv-

23 ing away from their homes or regular, places of business,
24 shall be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of

25 subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, 'United

S 7111-6,1

3

S

10

.

,

v

8
1

States Code, -for persons in Governmen( service employed ,A
c

2 intermittently.

44
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'4

1
PRESIDENT; EMPLOYEES

SEC. 6. (a) The Board shah appoint a Presiderrof the

5 Institute. The President of the &Institute shall serve as the
,

.,

6 chief executivetorucer of the Institute. Subject to the direc-

.

_

1 7 tip- of the Board and the generar'supervision of the Chair 8,
8,

OP

-

man, the President of the Institute shalltave the responsibil-

9 itv for carrying nut the policies and functions of the Institute,
4

10' arid shall have, authority rrver all perstonnpl And activities of

11, the tstitute. ,
12

,

.

.

(b) The President' of the Institute shall be compensated

thatprescribed for GS-18 of
. at an annual rate not to exceed
...

13

14 the General Schedule under section 5332 of title 5, United
15 States Code.

.

.

-

16

(c) The Prelident.ofthe Institute, with the approval of

17

the Board, shall have the authority to appoint and fix the

18 compensation and duties, of such officers and employees as
1

19 may be necessary for-the efficient, administration of the Insti..,,

20 tute. Such appointments and compensation may be. made
21

without regard to the provisions of title 5, United States

4 .C.cmie, governing a pointinents in the competitive service, and

23 chapter 51 a

ter III of chapter\53 of title 5, United

24 States Code.

.1
A 1111--1.
41(

14
...

p

11

9
FUNCTIONS OF THE INSTITUTE

1

SEC. 7. (a) There shall be establ'shed within the Insti-

2

tute-

3

4

(1) a Center for Culture and Art Jtudie5t tobp_ Ad-

5

ministered by a director (appointed by the President of

6

the Institute,' with the approval, of the Board), which

7

shall include, but not be limited to,' Departments of

8

'fits and Sciences, Visual Arts, Performing Arts, Lan-

9

guage., and Literature;

iv

ti

(2) a Center for Native American

hoiars to be

11

admin. ered by a director (appointed by the President

12

of the-Institutl, with th4approval of the Board), which

13

shall include. but not be limittd to, research programs:

14

fellowship programs, and publications;

15

(3) a Center for Cultural Exchange; iidministered

16

by a director (appointed by the President of the Insti-

17

titk, with the approvai of the Board), which shall in-

18

elude an inter-American, Indian program, marketing

19

and promotion of Indian crafts, promotion of Indian

*

20

.

art, exhibits f.nd shows; and

21

(4) a_Museum of Indian Arts, administered by a

22

director (appointed by the President of the Institute,

23

with the a

24

hilt not

25

the Titration and exhibition of Indian art.

oval of the Boad), which shall include;
limited to, the accNisition of Indian art and

15

-11IP

12
47

10
1

(b) In addition to- the centers and programs described in

2. subsection (a),,the lastifute shall develop such programs and
3

4

.

and culture;

.,

(2) "tomplemen

6

-

.-

xistini tribal programs for the

advancement Of Indian art and culture; and. 4
so''s

(3) coordinate efforts to preserve, support, revital-

8
9

10

ize and disseminate Indian art and culture.

(e) The institute snail catalog the items relating to

11/riidan art and' ulture which are available in mu*ums, are
to.
12 chives,
13

libraries and or collection s. within the United'

States.
TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS

14

15

S. 8. (&) There are transferred to the Institute and

16 "the Institute' Shall perform the functions of
.
,

(1). the tip:mute
of American Indian Arts estab.

17

18

,

Center's as th,rd determines are necessary to-4(
.
,
)
(11 foster rpseurch and scholarship in Indian art

-A4lished by'the Secretary of the Interior in 1962; and

(2) the Indian Arts and Crafts Board established

19

t entitled "An Act to promote the de

20

by the

21

meet of Indian arts an4 crafts and to create a board to

22

assist therqin, and for

23

Auguitt,27,1935 (49 Stat. 891).

24

(b)(1) All,Personnel, liabilities, contracts, personal prop-

25

erty, and recor4s as are determined by the Director of the

r

other t..jeft", approved

,

16

.

13

11

Office of Management and Budget' to be euiplord, held, or
2

used primarily in connection with any function transferred

3 under the provisions of this Act, are transferred to the Insti-

4. tute.
5

(2) Personnel engaged in functions transferred by this

,

6 Act, shall be transferied in accordance with applicable laws
7

and regulations relating to the/transfer of functions,. except

8

that such transfer shall be without reduction in classification

9 or compensation for one year after such transfer.
1

1(1

(c) All lm,s. and reriationns rel.t;ng'to the Tnetita.. of

11

American Indian Arts and the Indian Arts and Crafts Board

12

transferred to_the Institute by this Act shall, insofar as such

13 laws and regulations are applicable, remain in full force and
14 effect. With respect to such transfers, reference,in any other
15

Federal law to the Institute of American Indian Arts and the

16 Indian Arts and Crafts Board, or any officer so transferred in
17

connection thereth. shallbe deemed to mean the Institute.
ANNUAL REPORT

19

SEC. 9., The President of the 'Institute shall submit an

90 annual report to theCongress and to the Board concerning
21

the status of the Institute during the twelvejalendar months

22 preceding the dateof the report. Such report shall include,
23 among other matters", a detailed statement of all private and
24 public funds, gifts, and other items of a monetary value re-

25eived by the Institute during such twelve-month period and

17

I

14

12

the disposition thereof as well as any recommendations for

1

2 improving the Institute.
HEADQUARTERS

3

4

SEC. 10. After a period of consultation'with the Indian

5

tribes and various organizations ,of Native Americans, the

6 Board, in conjunction with the Secretary, shall designate an

.

7

existing facilit4 which is cinder the jurisdiction of the Secre-

8

tary as the headquarters of the Institute. The Secretary is

,

9 authorized to transfer the real property and any improve mcrits thcror.

co:r.priac our... facility 4.; the
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

,

12-

SEC 11. Ta) The President of the ),ustitute shall estab'\
lish an Advisory Committee which shall make recommenda2

13

14 dons to the Board on any matters relating to the Institute.
15

(b)(1) The Athisory.Committee shall be composed-Afr)

16 students of the Institute and parents of such students appointed by thaPres

17

nt of the Institute.

(2) The number of members of the Advisory Committee

18

0410

19 and the terms of service
o
cf such
members shall b$e determined
11

20 by the President of the Institute.

(3)N making appointments to the Advisory Committee,

21

22 the President of the Institute shall consider individuals who
23 will provide appropriate representation of the stuaTents of he
24 Institute and the parents of such students.

I
It

II MI1.

X18
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15
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(c) The Advisory Committee shall elect a Chairman and
2
3

(

shall have the authority to make any-n?t'essiry rules' regarding the procedures of the Advisory Committee.

4

COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER ACTS

4

5

SEC. 12' The Institute shall corrrplyjivith the provisiops

6

of the American Indian Religious Freedom , Act (92 Stat.

7

469) and the Archeological Resources Protection Act (93

r

.

g Stat. 721).
9

SEC. 13. There are authorized to be appropriated, for

10
11

the

fiscal ear beginning October

1,

1981. the sum of

/

$4,000,1XX). to carry outothe,o urposesi.of this 'Act, and for
13

each fiscal year thettfter, such sum as may be necessary to

1-4--carliby out the purposes of this Act.

4-
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(Senator MELCMER, Senator Hatfield is with us now. We are delighted

4

to have you as our first witness, Senator.
'it

STATEMENT OF HON. MARX 0 HATFIELD, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF 0
N.

Senator Il_ipiEu). Thank you, Ali. 'hairman.
Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a pl sure to be back with you in this

context.
Senator A

4

CHER. Welrome }mu* to t he' r.,..nAitt-e, Mai 1. If your

datiee-were n t so important and so time consuming as chairman of
the Appro riations ('onunittee, I think that we would introduce a
resolution in .lie Senate dictating to Senator Hatfield that he come
back to us to give us his' advice and counsel regularly. You are sorely
missed on this committee. Mark. We are delighted to have you back
this morning to testify on thisbill.
Senator-HATFIELD. I appreciate very much your continu leadership on this conunittee. I miss serving on this committee ye much,
inasmuch as I happen to be one of its original members and
a
number of years served under your chairmanship.
It is evert more of a pleasure to me to be able to testify in support

c the Native American Art and Cultural Development Act, of which
IliapOrt to be a cosponsor.
Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent that my full statebe placed in the record.
ator,MELcirEa. Without objection, it will be made a part of the
following your oral statement.

Senator HAIFini. I would like to comment briefly on some of the
points which I attempted to place in the written testimony.
I think that this Nation and the Western World is increasingly
aware of the need to reemphasize the glue of our society. We live in
such an age thatinst itut ions. traditions. and precedents are challenged
and are beingloverthrown.
However, at least momelharilv. there are times when we realize that
there has to be continnity to life; continuity to our civilization.
I think that this' morning's telecast of the weddinz of Lady Diana
and Prince Charles tells very eloquently of this. In the midst of great
,economic stress. when pgiitical leadership is in turmoil, when there are
riots and striking in British cities. that for this one moment there Ivas
a sepse of national unity }which probably ha4 not existed since perhaps
even tHlast co at ion.
There `are the _elements in our, society. I think that the Native
Alfirrican,art pro m and the art herittege of our ountry generally

(Is one of i\he great welding experienees It is' o
1-xpefiences of life and of our Nat too.

of the unifying.

I think that, when we are expending $1,400 billion for military

tt'eaponry beer the next 5 years in this country, when the areat.stresft
in the legislative Halls of Congress is on economic pwiblerns, that it
4trves us well to take a moment at some place bete in this Congress to
cognize the importance of what is provided us and the need we have
in our %society and in our Nation to sustain the cultural. the esthetic.
and the qualitative factors of life.

a

-4%
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I thiftk that in the American Indian fvt.program,,whicitshas been.,
terribly Mismanaged by .the Bureau of Indian Attan's, particularly.
over the' last 2 yearsa fact which creates grave concern on the part of
of ussse need to rededicate ourselves and to underscore our
co

,

-f-

mitment

I think that this bill, at least, takes thtit step. 11e to not live in a'
world of ,gwarantees. No one can say that this bill, if 'asset:I, will,

guarantee this, taut I do believe that it gives us a greater dpportunity
to sustain this kihd of need in our country.
The Iiidma:Amelitaa is Lite oulv utilise .'inieticaii. tnose are our
roots. It is not just a matter of sustainin.g this program fot tbe benefit
of the Indian community or for..the Indian nations whicli exist here in.
America. Bear in mind that this program has had a traveling exhibinon since 1976 w Inc-li liar not only (raveled this country but other

.

.

'Cl)] ntrie-, of the world.

It has indicated again that Amerca is more than a m aleeialisticsociety. that America has concei n for its roots, kr,1 that Arrica has a
love for its heritage.
'
The Indian art: artifacts, and all of the things which 'comprise this
pi ogi am are part of err mutual heritage. out collective heritage. It is

4i$

1.,- muili ins. heritage as a full blooded' C'herokee's heritage or any other
Indian American who ca ries the blocx1 of his ancestors.
I would also indicate. Mr. Chairman. that there is a growing interest
in the svorld aboutitfliese ;artifacts and these historic evidences of our

past. Many of. the fine collections are being purchased by foreign in' dividuals, foreign companies, and foreign museums. Once they leave
this country. they have left this country for good.
I think this program would also give a !less awareness taietain and
find the resoui ces and moneys to knirchase th -e collections when they
come onto.the market, wlien tlie. are in a state of being disposed of by
their original osyyl'ers OF by the collector. or- whomever.

I think that ie have here an Obligation fo protect this heritage as
well as to encourage its eApanion, its growth. and, its,appreciation.
That is; vs Ily I am here this morning: to give a few 'words of support to

this pro,gr.th, to hieb I !mow you are deeply efirnmitted and eonrrerned.

.
'

,

.

4

.

I believe it is one (If those 'opportunities for the Congre -cif the
Vnited States to show. not only to our own people. but to the_wgrld
that we do have a comprehension of and .sensitivityit,p the qualitative
needs of life..1Vhen one looks upon ottiqhing and unds heality'in it,
if- tryl.-.
" .., is For-ethm..
-from. than a phvgcal i.-xpi-zience. It becomes a
.

*iritual experience. I think that is one of .the Areat needs of this
Nation'.

.
.
1 I
,4
Senator NI ELMIER. I want,to thank you very much; Mark. far.that
very grofojind statement Of our roots. t happen tomOree with you that
the lin,toricalitackground that Native Americawhave and the chlture
hey have are part of all of our historical baciegtolinds and, culture as
,.

Americans. I think that itiii in that typirit that we advance this hill,
so that we who are non-Indians can realize our 'share and our, part in
thy background, cniture. and historyrof our Nation.
Thank you very much.
ill
(The prepared statement follows: )

O
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MUM STATEMENT

Mr airmn, it

Affairs today, It

i

r

Ok

SENATOR MARIS 0. HATFIELD

a pleasure to he *tote the Select Committee on Indian
"nit to be able to tcstify in support Of

the Native _American .art and Cultural Develtaktment Act, of which I am a co- -

sponsor.

I come before this distipgui red Conialittee today as'soineone aho is deeply
interested in the needs of the nijan community I a as an original-member of

the Select Committee and durin
four-yesir tenon. I had au occasion to work
on many pieces of legisfittion 41
ig !ain't-11s throughout the United States.
What cnierged from my foollement on this Conunittee. as well as 11)3 visits to
various reservations throUghout the State of Oree,a, ;,
to' the
importance of Indian art and culture ttl the Indian trils iso much of tilt history and cultural heritageOf the tribes and this Nat 0111 i s a rapped up in Indian
Art and culture
For tluit reason. I am-t ery ea«ciraged by the proposal. ontemplated in the
Native American Art and i:,Ultural Developinrlit A, t Tins
t represents # tremendous step fora ard in rtonioting tht ytextlopmnt of Dalian artist ic talent.
as well as ensuring the dissentin a t nal of mi. art throughout the Unite' States and
even the a orld The creation of the litst it ute of Nat ix t American Culture and Art
Development alit 14 Waren]
beneficial to the coordination of Indian arts deteT-

opment and public aarene
I envision tic Institute srting a ry imitortant
joie in exposing the Anieric, public to Indian art amid culture,
as well as en

''couraging ongoing art, wad c tlttai ePrP14,1qupnt iintui till,a1 members 110111
Molls are essential to gaiiirng a grAtiter appreciation of he artistic and cultural
heritage of tilis nation'. only Dative people
1 aus far, the Institute of American Indian Ant lias been yen ilitolted III encouraging Indian artists and eAtmactig pant to the talents of thew individuals
and their tribal prediicessors The Intitinte, through it: museum training program. a
:has been in.olved in a travelling` exhibition entitled 1-tile
ith the Earth- This IF
exhibition features the talents of artists from the Institute, 114 well as other Indian artifact, and items from the permanent eqllectIon a't the Institute The exhibition has been on the road since 1J76 and has been seen lit thousands aross'ale
country I mention this to illustrate the importance of the efforts of the Institute
and the need for continued assistance

The legislation envisions the expansion of such exhibitions throughout the
world Through the Center of Cultural Exchange there
is tremendous potential
for at from many Indian cultures to be shared and appreciated TheSe exhild-r
Una a ill not only stimulate Indian art, aorldalcieittit will serve as an important

i

iy

vehicle for exposing non-Indians to the culture and a rfrist le heritage if tht Northern,llenalsphere's aboriginal peoples
I trust th;t the passage of this bill a ill help remote the Institute of American
Indian Art roni the mismanagement of the Bureau
of Indian Affair: Particularly over the at two tears, the trainagement,of the Institute has
been disconcerting There has heep a definite lack of commitment to the Isemityti. as It has.
been trans-ferret) repeatedly ffour the area office imp Alliatitiertfue to the (*pram!
Diller in Washington lost this year the Inatlieute has been transferred
from its
original site to the College of Santa Fe
Vider a nne-y ear contract with no
assurances that the BIA intends to fund the Institute hoondthaftline This type,
of mistuatiagyguient and-uncertaii*nty has «attributed to duct ating
enrollment and
increasing costs or.stlident All of these problems have tier:out-Ay jeopardized
the atatuskf the Institute and are of great craleern to me
could gNon regarding, the handling of the institute of American Indian Art.
but that .woUld Lte counter - productive Let it suffice to say that this bill takes We proper direction of removing..the Institute and the _Dalian Arta-and Crafts Hoard
from the authority of the BIA and places those matters under the purviipy of the
Board of Trustees for the Intitipte of Native American Cultilre and Art Developinept. Such a step a ill insure* /Wit -a coordinated and committed approach to
Indian arts development Wptirtmed. It Hill remote- gel Institute from ain armies'
and oranges comparison to other Indigo edneatioa progranDhlild allow-It to he

part of larger effort to enhance Indian arts.

I urge the Committee to approve this legislation

Administration,Is
. already in the process of considerfng the future The
of .t Meagan
e fnstitute of American
Indian Arts A strong statement of support by the Cong s Is necessary to ensure
JA

*2 2

.
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the existence and viability of this valuable program*. Without such a commitment,

Indian arts development could definitely languish, and, in fact, be seriously
hindered.

Senator MELCIER. Our second witness is Senator Ifatsunaga from

Hawaii. who is one of the cosponsors of the bill.
Spark-3r. we are delighted to have you with us today.,
STATEMENT OR H6N. SPARK N. HATSUNAGA, U.S. SENATOR

FRO24THE STATE OF HAWAII
Senator MArrsux.AGA. T1 ankyou
, Mr. Chairman.
1.;,.,,-As a:cosponsor of S. 7924 welcome this opportunity-to appear be',fore thl,Sklect Committee on Indian ;.rs., which thq acting chair-

Man actually chaired up until this year:Tam happy to speak in suport of this legislation which provides for the preservation of Native
American culture and art.
Hawaii is very much concerned because its population includes an
estimated 3,000 American Indians, many of whom were sent to the island State as members of the Armed Forces and who decided to maid,
their homes there. Honolulu is the site of the Urban Indian Center,
funded by the AdMinistration fo,r Native Americans in the U.S. Der

.

pertinent of I realtit and Truman Services.
In addition, about 18 percent or approximately 170,000 of the people
who live in Hawaii are of Native Hapraiian ancestry. In 1974, when the
ANA wasestablislied, these Native \Hawaiians were defined by Congress as Native Americans along-with American Indians, Eskimos, and
..
Aleuts.
Subsequently, Native Hawaiians were defined as Native Ametlitans
under title III of, the Comprehensive Employment and Training.Act;
under section 8(a.) of the Small Business Act ; and under the American

Indian Religious FreedomAct with the chairman's assistance.
1 commend this committee for agreeing to include Native Hawaiians
by specific definition in the Native American Culture and Art Development Act.

The refinement of disciplines such as archeology and historical research in the -20th century has revealed a Native Hawaiian culture
which is at least 1,000 years old and perhaps even older. It is believed .
that immigrants from other.Pacific islands settled in Haviii as early
as e 8th century, A.D., and that a second wave of Pacific immigr is arrived in the Havisaiian Islands in the qth and 13th centuries.
The first Westerner to set foot on the Hawhilati islands apparently'
was the noted English explorer, Capt. James Cook, who was looking
for a sea passage between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans: When I first
went to school, I came home-one day and my father asked me what I
had learned, in school. I told hiM that I learned Captain Cookidiscov- e
erect Hawaii.

He said:

Don't you belles e It. mon When Captain ( iok-came to Hawaii. he looked around
and kaw nothing !rut dark skinned natives ntil he went to the island of Kauai.

There he spotted a reiattrely fair skinned oetor tending to the ill and injured
natives. He was rather short In stator Ca Mtn, Cook approached him,
Arline." Whereupon, the one
'duck. hi .hand out, aril said, "Dr Livingston,'
:who was appvently a doctor looked up at CaPtaln Cook and said, "Ah, so sorry
\'please. I am Thr. Matsunaga."

I

.
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[Laughter.]

Captain Cook first arrived in Hawaii in 1778 and.named the
archipelago the Sandwich Island* after the Earl of Sandwich of

England: In 1795, after a 10-year war, King Ka.meharneha the Great
succeeded in unifying the Hawaiian Wands into one 'intim}
By the time that Kainehameha had established himself as the ruler
of a unified Hawaii, a sizable, number of Western immigrants had settled in Hawaii. The Hawaiian cultural tradition at that time was
handed down orally, inasmuch as there was no written Hawaiian language until the ini4-19th century. This 'fact contributed largely to the
decline of the traditional Hawaiian culture in the face of succeeding
waves of iinmigratien.
In 1893 the government of Queen Liliuokalam wa, ove,ithron by

a small band of white Immigrants ai ed II' a contingent of U.S.

.:Marines who were then visit 'rvile island

.

counterrevolution launched by Prince Kuhio, the heir. to the
throne, failed. Kuhio. later a nonvoting delegate to Congress from the
Territory of Hawaii, authored the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act
which was intended to rehabilitate gative Hawaiians. He was the
founder of the Hawaiian civic clubs which were intended to preserve
the Hawaiian culture..
' However, for many -years after the overthrow of the Hawaiian
monarchy, theative culthral practices and native art were suppresid,

--1

and their perpetuat
%% as ignored.
As recently as 1569 'in an address before the American Society of
Organists in Honoluhe I oiced the observation that Hawaiian music
was in danger of dying..To thy greet delight shortly thereafter, the
Hawaiian Music Foundation was founded for the expresS purpose of
preserving Hawaiian music. This prompt action by Hawajiarns anti
-other concerned residents of the Island Stite promoted a revival of the
traditional chants and songs and, moreover, inspired a yOung generation of composers. Today. for the firkit time in many years, new Ha;
waiian music is being composed, and it is a commercial suckess.
Music is only one aspect of the traditional Hawaiian culture which
has enjoyed a rennainee within the last decade. As the chairman
probalily knows, it was Alexander the Great who, after he had con ttered
world at that time. wasaking entertained by his court
musician. and he wept. He said ".-Si tsie is the conqueror of the con-

queror of fie Earth."

,Among you fig IraN,%aiians there is an increased interest in. the tradi-,
tional Hawaiyar, lifestyle, in the traditional Hue iian religien, and in
Hawaiian crafts.
S
In 1976 aitshccessful attempt to reeimet,the,eark Polynesians'
voyage to Hawaii raptured the attention orall Anrricans during our Nation's bicentennial celebration.
In 1978 the Congress~ eppemed II Proposal to rstablish a National
Historical Park at Koloko-Honokoltha on the big island of Hawaii.
The park will consist of a live-in village, where interested native Hawa`pans could live for a time to lentil about the traditional Hawaiian
cultudgAnd lifestle.
-That same year the voters of Him aii amended their State constitution to make the Hawaiian language the official language of the State
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of Hawaii along with English and to require the teaching of the

Hawaiian language in thiwaii's public schools..
The delay in the reviial of Hawaiian music anti the Hawaiian language shows that instieutional support is needed' if native Hawaiian
culture and art arcbto be saved. I believe that the Federal Government
eould; and should, play antimix)rtant role in this effort through the
institule of Native American Culture and Art Devtlopment,proposed
in S. 792.

Moreover, I am confident that native Hawaiians would be a real
asset to the institute's board of trustees and to its affiliate agp.ncies:
the Center for Culture and Art Studies; the Center for Native Alfierivan Scholars; the ('enter for Culture Exchange: and the Museum of
Indian Arts. Hopefully, the board in its wisdom ',will select Hawaii
and Alaska as the permanent sites for activities of the center for
benefit of Native Americans in the 41.ftli and 40th States.
MT. Chairman, I fully support S. T92 and tirge that it be given early

favorable consideration by this Select Committee on Indian Affairs.
Senator MELctitat.45parky, we wa t to thank you very much for
your4loquent presentation on behalf the natives of Hawaii and for
your support of the bill. We very m
appreciate it.
Senator Inouye ivili not be able to attend today's hearing due to
conflict in his schedule. He is attending the closed meeting of the
telligence Committee-regarding the Casey investigation.
I. would like to make as part of the record a letter and a statement
by Senator Inouye and also to submit for the record \a letter and testimony on S. 792 from Alu Like, Inc. Without objection, these two documents will be made a part of the record at this point.

[The prepared statenient of Senator lk. niel K. Inouye and, state-

ent of Mu Like, Inc., follow:]

7

PREPARED STATEMENT OF .SENATOR DANIEL K. Irrottiz

I appreciate this opportunity to express Dry support of S. 792, the Native

American Culture arM Art Development Act, a ,mealure which would establish,
I,' era] assistance for the cultural and artistic accomplishments of American
In. ians, Native Hawaiians, and Alaska Natives.
a cosponsor of this hill, and also similar legislation in the 96th Congress,
I lieve that such an effort by the Federal government is much needed and
ion

overdue. The support and preservation of Native American art and cui- -

to. is Integral to the future legacy of Natise American cultures, and is essadHa* o the enjoyment of these cultures by all-American citizens.
T
establishment of a national Institute, as proposed by S. 792, would preside uch-needed direction and increased coordination of existing Federal efforts

in th promotion and preservation of Native American art and culture. I firmly
that (Hir Native PinprtPan groups have made invaluable contributions

halfpv

to the rtistic and cultural heritage of the United States, and I think that
it is t e these contributions received the national recognition and support
which S 792 would provide.

Two y ars ago the National Gallery o Art presented an .exhibit entitled

"The Art f the Pacific Islands," providing a rare_opportunity to view artworks
of the Me neslan. Polynesian, and Micronesian peoples. Unfortunately, exhibits
such as th are becoming all too uncommon, own in their areas of origin.

0

Through ut history, we have seen the cultures of our indigenous American
civilization diffused and forgotten, with the influx of new groups into America.
Art and cus .ms form an integral basis for any societ', by expressing memories

of the past nd dr0ams for the future. We cannot neglect this opportunity to
save for futu generations these important aspects of their cultural heritage.
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Honolulu, Ewa it Nay 27, 1981.

Senator WilLIAM S. COHEN
.,
Chairman, C.S. Senate, Select Cotnmittec on Indiafl Affairs,
Washington, D.C.
'Hass SzNarois COHEN : Aloha! The enclosed testimony is pros ided in response
to your letter inviting our comments on S. 792. the "Natise American Culture and

Art Development Act". It is a measure of importance to Hawaiians and other
Native Americans throughout the country.
We appreciate the Oppoitunity to comment and wish you well in the' deliberations and final legislative action on this measure.
flincerelY.

..,

WINfos4-E. RUBIN,

Executive Director.

Enclosure.

.
PRI:PAYED STATEMENT OF Aix LIKE, Lice., SUBMITTED BY WINONA E. EIIBIN,
ELECT-1'KM: LHBILTOB

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a statement from Aln Like, Incorpo-

rated on S. 792. Alu Like is a private, non-profit organization whose public purpose

includis the assistance of Hawaiians in developing economic and social selfsufficiency. I am its Executive Director and a Hawaiian /Native American.
The Alu Like Board believes that passage of S. 792 is needed to plemote the
development of Native American culture and art. As history hooka have earlier
Indicated the native people of Hawaii faced
dred years. With that extinction we would extinction within the-last two bun-- ti

bave lost the only native art forms and
*culture of Hawalits indigenous peoples.
Although effortitave. been made inmore recent years' to revitalize and preserve
the Hawaiian culture an4 art, the traditional art forms of ancient Hawaii slowly
are being displaced with 'Modern adaptations by well-intentioned but ill-informed
persons or by persons whose primary interest may
be profit-generating. The tradi-

tional art forms are In danger of extinction in the foreseeable future without
(I).The ancient chants differed in type, style, voice quality and intonations.
The two general types were the oli (chant unaccompanied
by dance) and hula
(chant accompanied by dance and often by, instruments). There were six specific
styles in which the oil or hula chants were
performed : kepakepa, kawele, olioll,
ho'ouwfuwe;)io'belte, and 'alha'a. Some of these styles are no longer heard by
the general public. too few natives are being provided training in all styles_so
that -they will continue to.be part of our living culture.
(2) Thq traditional dance styles which had basic required characteristics and
assistance from Congress.

the seitere regimen for dance preparation and performance are continued by too
few. halan hula (dance/chant training groups). Adaptations of aeo-ancient
becoming more prevalent In more recent years. Support needs to be provided are
fqr
the traditional practices to be preserved and disseminated widely.
(3) Instruction in the making of traditional implements- ('ohe ban& ihu
bamboo nose flute; kiln or peniu--coconut dance drum; [alio) hekedouble
gourd, and others), featIvrwork. canoe-making, tape - making, weaving, haku lelmaking and other art fonts are available in varying degrees of authenticity today. Somtbpractices have nearly disappeared and appropriate research must be
done,to preserve and revitalize these-practicset for the. training of our people and
fdr developing an understanding and appreciation among native and non-natives
alike.

(4) Hawaiian scholars fluent in the language and skilled in research and
'writing are few.in number, leaving a void in accurate collection and analysis of
historical, cultural and artistic information. Additionally, much material written
by rion-Hawailans based on superficial review of resompe information is accepted too often as factual and accurate by readers of thosh works. Opportunities
for scholarships and for scholarly research will ensure the preservation of
accurate historical and cultural information, will offset and refute existing inaccurate and negative accounts, and will serve as a catalyst for perpetuation
of the traditional culture, literature and art.
' (5) Opportunities for inter-Native American 'Programs,
exhibits and shows
for cultural exchanges will enhance understanding and appreciation among native
peoples and non-natives, also.
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(6) Although a repository for some of the Hawaiian artifacts and art forms is
available in the State of Hawaii it is not easily accessible to Hawaiiantrand other
Native Americans who reside,, in the continental United States. The Intititute
described in S. 792 will he accessible.20 more people.
Hawaiians have an oral tradition which makes prrervatioh end perpetuation
extremely sensitive and diffisult. Esttlishment of the Institute of Native Augersvan Culture and Arts-.11eveloprdentA trough passage of S 792 will be significant
in providing opportunities for enhancing and preserving native art and culture.
for Htwaii and the Nation.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on S. 792.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following correspondence was
received for the record :]
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ALHOnorable William S. Cohen
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Belect Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D C. 20510
4

'Dear Bill

The State of Hawaii's Office of paualian Affairs (OHA)
has furnished me with the enclosed statement for inclu on in
the hearing record on S. 792, the Native American Cult e and
Art Development Act.
4110

I would appreciate it if you would include OHA's
statement in the hearing record following the statements
submitted by Senator Inouye and me
Thank you for your assistance in connection with this
matter.
AloI

and best wishe's.

Sincerely,

'

Statement in Support of Senate Bill S. 792.
fr. Walter L. Ritte, Jr, Chairperson,
Culture Committee, OHA, dtd. 8/13/81, with
copy of The Monelulu _Advertiser, "Of the
Mind, of the Hand," 4t7 7/29/81
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August 13, 1981
Statement in Support of Senate Bill S.792, Native American'
Culture and Art Development Act.
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The State of Hawaii Office of Hawaiian Affairs fully
supports the purpose and scope of S.792 establishing a
National Institute of Native American Culture and Arts
Development. As a body corporate of state government
instituted under Hawaii Revised Statutes. Sec. 10-4. the
Office of Hawaiian Affairs is empowered under the 1978
Hawaii State Constitution. Article Xl. Section 6. to,
inter alia, "...formulate policy relating to the at fairs
Under Article X, Section 4, the
of native Hawaiians..."
State of Hawaii shall have the Aver to "...preserve and
levelop the culture, creative and traditional arts of
its various ethnic groups..." Furthermore. under Article X.
Section 4. the State of Hawaii "...shall provide for a
Hawaiian education program consisting of language, culture
and history."
Inasmuch as one of the policy purposes of S.792 is
to coordinate the Federal Government's effort to preserve,
support and revitalize Native American art and culture, the
Office of Hawaiian Affairs is in full agreement with such
policy considerations in facilitating more effective utilization of resources. financial and hoiden, at the national
level. More specifically, the proposed Museum of Indian
Arts would be a highly desirable form for Native Hawaiian
She proposed Center for
artists.
(See Attachment A).
Cultural Exchange. moreover, would provide a means whereb9
the work products of talented Native Hawaiian artists
With respect
could be efficiently promoted and marketed.
to the proposed Center for Native American Sckolars. the
Office, of Hawaiian Affairs supports coordinated efforts
at the national leyel which would encourage and underwrite
hip programa, and scholarly
research programs. fell
publications contributini"Vo the corpus of knowledge
concerning Native Hawaiian culture, language and history.
In view of the above, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs
urges the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs to
give its earnest support.of S. 792.

/

Wakt r L Ritte.
Chairperson. Culture Committee
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Attachment (I)
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Of the mind,
of the 'hand
By Bonn Renck
Ult,rti....../4, tare,

oidand

11.

During the time ol King Kalakaus, the rner-y
monarch was falsely accused ot playing sexual games
during secret meetings o( his state Naua society lt Was
rumored that he modelle" the sacked Hawaiian sport
ol kilo to allow male members ol the group to ton
balls of twine at naiad women sitting on chairs across
the room.
H the targeted lady could not catch the
arise
betimes beta legs the victorious As took
room to claim his reward The common nick
of
the Bale Nana during lislalsam's day was the' Ball of
Twice SometY --Today. stodentt of Hawaiian* have a more obketive
view of the Hale Naua and generally acknowledge that
King Kulakatui's group hod latter purpose Any
liscestloos behavior among its members existed solely
is the minds of outsiders
la the Bishop hisseuen*s turrdnt treveltng ev.hibm.
Hawaii The Royal W" es tbele is a
11 covered
container ma of kotwood Once beton
to a
female member of the Hale Nam society nits contents

include ethnographic obtrts of ritual whin-ante
Among these are IMIsNAs I msniatur nik palms
hook pendant perm of bark cloth. a fro ent of
netting some photographs a maroon and
ribbon
representing the colors al the Society *Metre is rice a

'

- ball of tow in the container but it probahly

symbolized mathematical and astranomn'al knowledge

rather than serail amyl, Es eiy member of the Hale
N2nt was sapprird 'a keep stet a container but WIN
is now know. about thew use in actual ceremonies
When UN museum was organizing the enhJzit Roger
G Rase Ns curator at eihnolog invited artist Rocky
Ka nulrokahihikolo chu Jens
who has a sculpture in
the exhitign into the storage r ins Jensen s cite
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front ol him were dozens ol the Hale Naua

ettbrauing that visit to the Bishop Stumm."
says Ammo. "thatelidatided upon the theme. "Things

of the Ifted and Map of the Hand.' that became the
susend Ilan for Ode year's Hale Naua III annual
esti& TM mutants of the these et:Mainers may have
bee mode by hood but the artifacts represented the
-sine of Hamar
and arts "
Hew mg
a1 Natty IlL a society of
Hawaiian
ve followed this theme cos be seen
MI klieg 14 the courtyard 01 Honolulu Hak The
rata 01I
pieces of art on display. ranging
tree lemes's
sculpture to the illustrathe oils
of Herbert
Banc to the impresssontstic
acrylics al A
Legume% to the graphk
Magas 11
It is

and a sea of dash has blocked out

he
ma.
a break from their exhibit
duties. Josses and Honda sit down-on the front steps of
lismiola Hale to discuss the Society and their own role
Be

Mko it as individual artists
-Haig Nina 111" explains JenseeL now has about

liemernhers. abbot a third of Morn work regularly at
their art -It sap. ouled us Irk by myself. my wife
tartar aid a hat:dove other Hawaiian artists Our
proaary goal was, sad still is. to perpetuate the

Haman cullste. religion and history through works
id art By bridging the gap between past and present.
we was is show that the ;layers* culture has a
cannimim vitality '*
According to imam. the roots of the Hale Nasa date
bark la shout 1031 A D when Haho. the son of
eaumaksa al Main. established the Aha Ali'l or

Cooed el High Chiefs Later it was called the Ka Papa'
Bysshe. All I or Genealogical Board of chiefs
.-This first Hai! Nana. Honda says, was eon, rned

97

with tracing and maintaining genealogic integrity
They reviewed the background of each person who
claimed to be a rnesilher of the all i A side result was
that the organisation enhanced political stability and

through the preservatiserti earivhants. reinforced a
sense,o1 adhere and history
When the haps religious system to Hawed was
deldroYed n ISM and the mitsionaries arrived a year
later the pewee at Up Pei and kahuna class was
weakened no Ka F'Spin Huainan Alit subsequently
laded from the scene
Moving right along toVide. a new Hale Naua f Temple
of Science was begun in that year by-King Kalahaua
It wel based loosely along the lines ohthe Free Masons
and its membership was restricted to ethnic
Hawaiians
The object of the Society." its constitution stated .
is the revival of the Ancient Science of Hawaii nn
combination with the promotion And advancement el
Modern Science. Art. Literature. and Philanthropy
Kaiakeee's major sun was to encourage the
prmervalkm of things Hawaiian He sponsored the
recording and printing of the Kumulipo creation chant.
collected family genealogies, leptiOnzed native
medicine and encouraged the,revival of the hula After
the kiss diedduringts San aancisco trip in lint the
second Hale Hums like the r
dissolved
Katsina was a controversial person, Honda says
and I'm not sues I really like him He was a ...elf
centered personality but he did manage to gather
around him a group at scientists duelers and artists
who shared their knowledge Together these men and
women were responsible foe reviving wide-yoread
interest in the ancient Haw amen culture
so
Honda who customarily weeks in pen and lift but is
exhibiting collage in the current show draws her
inspiration from the hgla One assemblage called

sdedt NMI" depicts a group of male dowers seen
from IN hack.
"1 like the symmetry of a line of males." she
explains, swinging theehips back and forth dancing
in touson For this college decided to picture their
backside and oinks "
Honda was reluctant to break away from her pen and
ink drawings and try collage until Reeky and wet.
Jensen ercouragad her experiments MI artists. she
says, occasionally want to try something new but they
are usual y afraid of the reception.
This is one of the 'reasons like working withinAse
Hale Nava 1117 Honda explains. "The members IA' e
muttial.npport and draw our strengths from one
another
Reeky Jensen, whose strong wooden endlitores art
inspired by Hawaiian history land mythologi. also is as
accomplished drawer He and Luria collaborated. as
Artist a winter on a sere bosh entitled "Ks Poe
Kane Kane* Idea of Ancient Hawaii " It featerea
drawings of prehistoric Hawaiians along with text that
interprets their function withal the culture.
In Things of the Hied and Things of the Hand." he
'shit:owing a large pencil drawing of King Keaton'
this ysar marks the centereual d his tour around the
with the monarch holding a yellow feather let.
world
Jensen is also displaying a couple of photographs
Just as Matti wants to get away from her drawees
for a h le by doing collages:.he says. "1 retreat into
taking photographs They re an outlet far creativity
that will continue to explore
How that The Things of. the Mind and Things ot the
and is on exhibit Jensen and Honda say they are
already coking forward to next year s display I has,
a general theme m mind already Jensen says. but rt
%fill needs some working out My only goal is that each
show be better than the last
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Senator Mr.r.rnEk. Our next witaess will be Del fin hovato, chairman
of the All Indian Pueblo Council' and \ We president of the National
Congress of American Indians at .klbmpierque. N. .Nlex.

STATEMENT OF DELFIN J. LOVkTO. CHAIRMAN, ALL INDIAN
'PUEBLO COUNCIL, AND VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CONGRESS
OF AMERICAN INDIANS, ACCOMPANIED BY GERALD NAILOR,
GOVERNOR, PICURIS PUEBLO; ISAAC P. HERRERA, GOVERNOR,
COCHITI PUEBLO; AND JOSEPH A. TRUJTLLO, GOVERNOR, SAN
JUAN PUEBLO

Mr. Lox ATO. Thank ycm. Mr. Chairman.

I would like to inquest that my written statement be introduced
into the record. In addition, I would like to place in the record comments by nine of the Pueblo leaders in the State of New Mexico on
the hearings on S. 2166. whose comments. I think. are very appropriate in this hearing on S. 79.4.

Senator MELCIIER. Without objection, all the statements will be

made a part of the record following your testimony.
0"'' Mr. Ifw.vm. I w add also like to introduce the Pueblo leaders who
;ccornpany :of today. if I may..
Senator Miuximut. Certainly. please do.
Mr. Lo%ATO. Lhave with me Gov. Joseph Trujillo from the Pueblo
hiti i Pueblo
San Juan. To my right. i's Gov. Isaac Herrera of the
fnd*Gov. Gerry Nailor of the Picuris Pueblo.
Senator MELcima. We are honored to have all of you here with us
.
today.
_

.

Mr. Lovtm. Mr. Ctairman. think: if anyone has-given this bill
and the concept of a national art in4ittite the study and consideration
necesEiar!., certainly the All Indian Pueblo Council has. As you know.
we have been. involved with the art° institute and the colitrover,ie:,as a public
which resulted from our efforts to get the facility
. for
school by our children for the past 21/2 vears.

I am here today on behalf of the S'ational Congress of American
Indians and the All Indian Pifeblo Council to present our views

on S. 794.

Mr.-(' Wrinan. I do not t t:k that anyone in this room, and certainly none of the tribal lead rs whom I have talked to over the past
2 years with regard to this c cept. can disagree with the concept or
the purpose of this bill. The I than community strongly feels that the
preservation,. promoth* and protectiop of Indian art and culture
is a must.
However; I think that there are, varying views 1m how that should be
.
done and what role the Fedora) Government should pay in that effort.
The National Congress of American Indians by re lotion has taken
a position in terms of the location of such an institute, if there is to be
such an institute.
The All Indian Pueblo Comma] has taken a like position. We have
presented these in the form of resoluti6ns. They are a paft of thehearing record on S. 2166.
At this time. NEI% Chairman. I would like to comment very briefly on
'ch, I think are important and
our points with respect to S.
four
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which I feel represent sdme of the concerns which the Inaiari coms
munities)lave raised. .
,
>
First of all, Senator, the scope of S. 792 includes the teaching of Indian rituals, Indian dances, and I?idian songs as part ol the instit'ute's
functions. That aspect is very offensive to Pueblo communities.
The Pileblo leadership and the Pueblo community strongly feel that
that part of our culture, traditions. and heritage belongs to the Pueblo
people alone. We do not want our dances or our songs being taught,
copied; or in any way practiced in any national instituteWe hold those
things dear to our own communities, and we strongly feel that that
aspect of S. 792 ought to be changed. It ought to be limited to the promotion of culture.
'1,

.

However, we'do not feel that the scope of the bill should include adequate safeguard which would prevent that kind of explOitation from
taking place.
Second, Senator, the All Indian Pueblo Council as well as the National Congress have adIressed the questidn of where a national in'stitute ought to be locat'ed. We strongly feel that before that question can be answered, we need to consider and look at how we approach
the intent and purpose-of this bill. Do we have one national institute?
Do we have two? Do we have two regional institutes? Who should run
.,
the institutes?
We !eel that the concept of having regional institutions ought to be
seriously considered. We feel that the Alaskan Natives, for instance,
deserve to have an institute top
ie, Alaskan culture, Alaskan art,

and Alaskan traditions. We feel, Tlt wise, that the tribes of the

Dakotas, for instance, ought to hasp_ the same opportunity as well as
.,.
should the Pueblo of the Southwest. 4,
.
We do not feel that we need to exptinti millions of dollars to build
new facilities. Many facilities exist, Senisfor. As a matter of fact, in.
the State of New Mexico tie have our cultural centerlin the city of
Albuquerque. We have 17 museums and cultural facilities already in
.

Pueblo communities.

/

.

We feel that these facilities can be utilizt.d to carry out the intent
and purpose of this bill. We are already doing it.
The third item which we would like to present here is the question
of the inclusion of Hawaiian 'natives in S. 792. Again, both the National t'ongress and the All Indian Pueblo Council have on numerous
occasions expressed very strong feelings in terms of inclusion of
Hawaiians in any Indian legislation.
We fed that is an extremely serious policy decision which will
effect the relationship of federally reepgnized tribes with the Federal
Government. We are opposed to the inclusion of Hawaiian natives in
this hill. We feel that, while our Hawaiian native brothers hatie the
same basic needs in terms of preserving their a and culture, that the
(motion and the issue should be addressed in a se

e bill.

bast. but not least,Mr. Chairman and members o the committee, I
think it is extremely important that we take a very practical approach
to the whole question of the role of the Federal Government in the
preservation and protection of Indian alit and culture. We certainly
awe with miry of the feelings of our Indian con unities in terrhs of
taking this institute out of the hands of the DeptOtinent of the atenor. We think that needs serious consideration.

1
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At the same time, we are cognizant of the adverse and poor job

Which they have done in running the art and culture

g ni in Santa

Fe. I aril afraid that theyare not capable of handli g thi(siotitute, if
it becomes a reality.

We strongly feel that an national institute need, ..Lko be practic. al.
from the standpoint of cost. We do not feel that we .can continue to
justify $15.000 per year to
an Indian artist. We do not think
that that is necessary. We think it is too costly.
We air hoping that, if S. 792 does become a reality, we can have a
program which the Indian 'community. the U.S. Congress. and all of
the people in this country can be proud of.
Thalik you 1,ery much for alloAing us to !;resent testimony, Mr.
(*hairman. We will be happy fo answer any questions you may have.
[The prepared statements follow. Testimony resumes on p. 36.]
Plif2AILED STATEMENT oc DELFIN J. LOVATO, CADMAN, ALL INDIAN PI.:ERLO
COUNCIL, AND VICE PRESIDENT, NATIOOAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I thairryouyor this opportunity
to Np- ant testLuitony on behalf of the National Congress of American Indiana
(NCAI) andle All Indian Pueblo cOULICil ( A !Pt' ) . My name is Delhi J. Lovato;

I am the C

?Ian of AIPC and am the 1st Vice-President of NCAI. I have

accompanying m todily ; Governor Isaac Herrera of ('ochiti Pueblo, Crovernor

Gerald Sailor pf Pictiris Pueblo, and Governor Joseph Trujillo of gin Juan
Pueblo

*

Before I present our views on 8. 792, I would like to introduce for the record
my written testimony and also the testiniontes,of various Pueblo leaders regarding a similiirWILLIkv
which wait introduced in the 96th Congress. namel 8. 2166.
which is the basis for S. 792. I tee their comments, for the most part, represent
the-views ofrkthe Pueblo communities in regards to certain aspec of . 792.
Mr. Chairman. the Pueblo tribes of New Mexico. SCA', and
dlan coinmunities in general. havq, had the opportunity to give the concept of a national
Indian art and cultural institute serious thought and consideration for the past
three years. While we all agree with the purpose and intent of 8. 792. we seem
to disagree onat role the Federal Government should play in the preservation,
promotion, a
protection, of Indian art and culture. The Pueblo tribes who
are among the most traditional have carried on and fostered their native culture
and religion despite the suppression and persecution of three foreign governments. Simply put, we believe that Pueblo ("WW1, and tradition is Pueblo business, aid can -only be.tatight by Pueblo petit% in our Pueblo communities."We
do not want any federal agenty, ilistitute. or commission, interfering with ur'
language, our dances, our songs, or our "rituals." We strongly feel that . 792
provides for the inclusion of Hawaiian Sativev as part of the, proposed na tonal
institute. We strongly feel that the Inclusion of our Native 'Hawaiian brothers

into any major Indian legislation is a serious poUcy decision which must be
given the utmost consideration AIPC, as well as Nekl, has gone on record

several times in opposition to.such an inclusion- without adequate safeguards for
t.
federally recognized tribes.
4Thirdly, the,entire concept of a national institute must be analyzed from the
standpoint of the tribal governments and their own expectations in the field of

promoting Indian art and culture. Experience shos.uti that a single institute

with a single board will result in institutionalization and bureaucracy It bleb will
eventually destroy the very concept which we address here. We strongly feel

that instead of one national institute with one national board, the concept of

regional centers with federal subsidy and support under tribal governmental control be given serious consideration. Why not have an Institute for culture and art
for the Alaskan Natives? Why not have one in the Dakotas for the tribes in that
am? Why not have a similar institute in other parts of the country which would
he representative of the culture and arts of the tribes in that region.
Mr. Chairnian, we feel that at least in Pueblo country. we have accomplished

this particular point. We have a cultural center which is reprtalative of the art
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-and culture of the nineteen Pueblos, and at the same time, there are 17 museums
throughout the nineteen Pueblos.
We feel the objectives of S. 792 can btit be accomplished through local control
and sufficient fedtral subsidy.
Art education, on the other hand, for those %indents who demongtrate

tent and who desire to promote a cereer in the field of art, should gjripo be
provided for through existing scholarship programs and existing institutions
which provide a basic art educat)on and certified degrees in the field of art,

be it contemporary or otherwise.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes some of our thinking in regards to the role of

the Federal Government in the preservation, promotion, and protection, of Indian'

art and culture I will be happy to answer any questions that any members of
the Committee may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT Or WILLIAM BACA, SANTA CLARA PUEBLO

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for this opportunity
to present testimony on S. 2166, the "Native American Culture and Art Developevent Bill."

On behalf of the tribal council of Santa Clara Pueblo, I am in full support of
the position of the All Indian Pueblo Council, and fully support the comments
and statemenks Is hid] have been made by my fellow Governors from the various

Pueblos.

I know that it is difficult for the Congress and perhaps even yru, Mr. Chairman,
to readily understand and grasp the essence and the,importance of what we are

saying here today. I wish that you and other Sedators could have the same

opportunity that Senator Pete Domenici has had to witness and see on a day-today basis, the strong culture, tradition, and religious life of our Pueblo people.
Pueblo art has strong religious significance. It is not mere a commercial product
to be sold for a profit or to be prostituted and exploited like we have seen happen
to much of-Indian art and crafts. For this reason, I and my people are totally
objected to teaching any aspects of our culture and tradition in any institute.
Secondly. I too must reiterate the oppositicin of my people to S. 2186 for It
clearly is intended to drive our excellent high school program out of the Santa
Fe facility. I cannot believe that the C.S. Congress is willing to render such a
Judgment against a people who seek nothing more than to improve the education of their children. This facility historicall&itfelongs to the New Mexico area
tribes, and it was the same special interest groups who suggested to force us out
into the cold in 1962. Ve cannot allow this to happen again. If Mr. Yates_and this
Committee are so interested in promoting and preserving national art education
programs, then I submit thsi there should be an equal resolve to build &first-

rate facility to house such a program. I am willing to support such an effort
provided that the Indian people and the Indian artists of this country want
such a facility, and provided that they hart a voice in the administration of the
facility, rather than Presidential appointments, and/or Washington bureaucrats

who know little or nothing about Indian culture.
.Thank you.

--t

.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN BOWANNIL, COCHITI PUEBLO

Mr. Chairman andaers of the Senate Select Committee on Indian Airs,

v ply name is John Bowannie. I am the Governor of the Pueblo of Cochiti.
With the Pueblo Governors who have spoken before me, I too am opposed to
S 2166. for it is very clear that the intent cif the Bill is to legislate approximately
300 Pueblo. Navajo, and Apache children out of the Santa Fe Indian School.
Secondly. my tribal cotinciland my people cannot miller any circumstances sup
port any effort which would institutionalize or allow the teaching of Pueblo

tradition, culture, dances, language, or "rituals". b; non-Indians or Indians
from any other part of this country. We are even-opposed to teaching these
things in a classroom setting. I and my people are not opposed to Indian art or

to art education: hnweser. we cannot support the waste and unrealistic coil- ,---

ditions which continue to exist at the Institute of -America Indian Arts (IA2A).
You have but_to tour the campus to !we that this falility was built for a high
school for approximately 500 students You have but to check the records for

..
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the past-five years to see that over 50 percent of the facility hks basically laid
in mothbillelecause of low enrollment
Due to that low enrollment, we continue to haves per pupil cost which exceeds
;17.000 per studenthow can you allow this to continue? There are other points
-which could be raised in regards to 8. 2188, but let-me conclude by simply saying

that for the past five years we Irate been made to believe that Indian self-

determination and local control' over the edneatItinal destiny of Indiak, people
would bi" the mandate and objective of the Federal Government q.nd the Indian
people. Today the whole controversy in regards to our efforts to control our own
educational future of our children has baen created not by other tribal governments, but by a handful of Individuals who do not represent tribal governments,
p but rather their own private interests.
Unfottunately, the Congress has been misinformed and misled to believe that
there Is a massivegrass roots support for expendkture of millions'of dollars on a
program which could easily be relocated in an existing post secondary educational

Mr. Chairman, I hope that you and the other members of the U.S. Sen'xe will
not force us out of the Santa Fe facility. For in the long run', such a lotion
will only destroy and hurt the national art concept and most certainly it will
damage the Pueblo Governments and their people, culturally, socially, and
econoni1 4lly.

On behalf of my people I ask that you build a national art school somewhere

else and leave this facility for the education of our children.
'PREPARED STATEMENT Of VICTOR MA2TIN!5,

PUEBLO

r

Senator Melcher, welcome to Pueblo country, My mime is Victor Martildes.
I am from Mends Pueblo. Since I do not have much time, let_me get straight
to the points that I and my people want to address.
,FIrst, we as a tribe support the efforts of the All Indian Pueblo Council to
gain complete use of the Santa Fe Indian School campus for the education of
our children. This school was ours for many generations before they-kicked us
dut without the respect of notifying our tribal councils, or our people. When we
found out, our people told the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) not to close our
schools, but as tonal they did not listen.
We never wanted the Institute of American ,Indian Arts (IAIA) program herd.
We Pueblo people do not need some whiteinan, er some Indian from Alaska, or
South Dakota, to teach us how to be artists. orato teach as about our culture.
the other tribes need such'a school, then build one for them somewhere else.
The bill which you have Introduced. S. 2188, I understand oils vcritten. for
ydp by Indiana. I do not think these People understand Pueblo culture, or even
their own language and culture. My understanditig is that you and the Congress-

wan to Neve Indian art for the Indian people, but you need to kick us out
of t1 Santa Fe campus in order to do it. Mr Senator. it seems to me (Ike
every e. we let politicians and the BIA. "save" the Indians, we either loose
land or get hurt in some other wej.

My people are against a national school to tekch Indlins to be Indian. What

I have seepiphere in Santa Fe 1t -the Institute of American Indian Arts, I
do not like. There is tob much drinking, and they let .boys and girls live
er. .The art stinks. Pueblo Indian art has been with our people for
a ,asf time before you whitemen came here. We did not have to go to an art'
institute to learn it. Pueblo art and culture will be here tpmorrow, and the
next day. and long after there is not an art institute. Like I already said, if
other Indian tribes .need an art school, you should build them one, and let
us educate our children her on this campus.
Think you.

4)

PRZPARFD STATEMENT OF VINCENT' .MARTVIEZ, SAN JUAN PUIESLO

Thank you Senator Meloher for giving tie this opportunity to present testimony

on p. 2108, the "Indian Culture and Art Development Act". that you have
introduced in the U.S. Senate.
5.
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My name la Vincent! gartitir I arl-P. he Governor of San Juan Pueblo.. On

behalf of the tribal council and my Peop I want to say"at the outset that we
strongl support the efforts of the All India Pueblo-Council to obtain complete
utilize ion of the Santa Fe Indian*School campus for the education of our
childrell-

S 2166 ,basically denies our children to a safe and adeqUate education in,
a facility which has gone under-utilized for the past 18 )ears I am sure you
are familiar with the waste and mismanagement that transpired over the
velars Today there are less than 100 Institute of Anierican, Indian Arts (IAIA)
students who live on campus. 3The per. pupil. cost is in excess of 517.500 per
year Many of the same people who are responsible for this mess are now
parading 'across the country attempting to sae Indian art We realize that
tour efforts are sincere, but we also realize that the individuals who' drafted
the bill do not understand Pueblo culture 1 wonder if these-individuals understand their own culture.

,S. 2166. as we understand it, would. institutiotralize.indian dances, songs.
langnages, and rituals.""We cannot allow for this to hgpen. Our culture and
traditien have surviied similar efforts by the Spanish and Mexican Governments.
Wet ask that if there is to be a national art school. please build such a facility
elsewhere...Do not preserve the i%asteful program at the Institute of American
Indlds Arts at the expense of our children. We have demonstrated our ability
to inn a first rate educational institution, we now ask you to allow us to contin,e
our su *sm. As you have seen, the Santa Fe campus wasvoever built for an art
-school. it was built for a high school and should remain one. Those who suggest
that a new high school should be built are simply over looking practicaLlacts
and at unrealistic. In our estimation, it would be far less expensiv -fo give
Indian students, who want to be artists, a full scholarship to the best art school
in the country. After all, a tn.ie artist can create no matter where he or she
may bel
Than you.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF REYES QUINTANA, SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLO

Thank you, Senator Melcher,
rg me this opportunity to present testimony oh S. 2166, the "Native A
n Cultuujond Art Development Bill."
My'' name is Reyes Quintana. I an au I rvernor of Santo Domingo Pueblo
On behalf of the Tribal Copncil f ganto Domingo Pueblo I strongly oppose
S. 2166; as it attempts to force the Pueblo people to accept all ill-adOsed tio\ gram which was designed and faahioned in Washington. DC , and which
been imposed on us over our objections.
In' 1062, our Tribal Council wAnt on reeOrd along with all the other Pueblos
ObiPCiing. to the closiag of Santa re Indian School and the opening of the In.stitule-of American Indian Arts /AD.) program in Santa Fe Ouf, objections
were kissed on the fear that outsiders would try to exploit oar rultinseSnd tradi-'
trop through the use of art. Today, we see this has come true Senator Melcher,

ti

<

yoit must understand thakto the Pusblo people, art and relish:6*re closely
related. Many of our art %toitic or designs on pottery and jewelry have religious
and cultural significance which no outsider or whiteman can ever appreciate.
Toth, we see many of these designs being misused. copied. and exploited by IAIA.

We are not against Indian art or a national art, institute for tribes and
individuals who desire such a itacility, tee only ask that you locate such a
faciliti elsewhere If the Alaskan Natiies or the-tribes In the- northwest want

itph a facility, then they should have one In their area. We would support such
an effort. put please do taw continue to force an unwanted program upon us.
,

If Mr Yates or anyone else wants to build-a monument to Indian art and culture,
let them do it sonii-where else
The Santo Domingo tribe does not want the Congress to interfere with their

II-nation and eultuYe. Our art, dances, language, and "rituals" belong to us,
and we will not tolerate a whiteman or anyone else telling us how to preserve it.
We too are in full support of the efforts of the All Indian Pueblo Council to
'get full control of the Santa Fe Indian School campus` for the education of our
children. We ask that 'you build an art tichikol In a location to be determined by

the Indian' tribes and Indian artists The administration for such a facility
should also be controlled by the Indian artists and tribal representatives

.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JO6EPH V. SANCHEZ, SAN FELIPE, PUEBLO

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs.
I am J' ph V. Sanchez, Governor of the Pueblo of San Felipe Thank you for
allowingNis to address your committee concerning your lull, S 110u It is most

appropriat4 that you come to our Pueblo arra to hear us out We cannot
expression of concern that S. 2166 coneys, as it relates to our
suppress
ral stability. We strongly oppose the bill. Basically because
traditional an
the educational facilities they are entitled to, the
it will deny my 'eh

educational facilities that our parents and grandparents utilized. Most importantly, this bill will create unnecessary problews regarding the exploitation of
our culture and tradltion. We consider any attempt to teach or convey by any
means that which %%e considielLour salvation an intrusion into our private
religious rights. The lives of my Pueblo people from the first contact with
Europeans has been a coexistence of suspicion where it inoled Indian religious
pursuits.

The reason we have prerailedrin continuing our religious pursuits is that

we hate guarded it closely and will continue Co do so with all intensity It is
in this vein that I am opposed to any attempts to institutionalization of my
language, sceigs.auti rituals. I cannot visualize anyone so brazen in intent to run

roughshod over Objeotions that are made with all candor and purposed
Mr. Chairman, my colleagues whose testiinony you have heard anal 1%111 hear

are made to convey to you that our right to determine our own destiny is ours
alone, ``under the Self-Determination Act. We have made advances in edttation
commausurate to our abilities, we are proud of our progresS. To side-tray -, our
pursuits in education will be a Mow akin to genocide We can go into detail our
reasons for our stand that is supported by inquiries, audits and actin hies that
have been made for the record We choose to let reasonable men make reasonable decisionasbased on the weight of the testimonies Our priority at this mut.
is to equip our children %all basic education skills tha s a pre-requisite to other

pursuits that come after completion of high schoo We are not opposed to
Indiaq art on art education, if other tribes %ant facility to house such a
program, we will support efforts to make this a rea ty. pro% iding htmeer
new location and monies are.especially earmarked to b ild such a facility.
Thank you.
PREPARED STATEMENT OJOE A. SANDO. JEMEZ PUEBLO

Mr. Chairman and members of the Slate Select Committee on Indian Affairs,
my name is Joe A. Sand°, I am from Jeme Pueblo.

On behalf of the Tribal Council of Jemez Pueblo. I speak in opposition to

your well intended but poorly written legislation. My trihal council is astonished
and angered at the attempts that are being made by some members of Congress to

deprive the Pueblo people of self-determination and force us to accept a cancerous element within our back yard. How many times must we tell the Contress and the Bureau of Indian Affairs that we are tired of the politicians and the

bureaucrats trying to save us from ourselves. It seems that each time the
Indian people hare a proposal which makes sense and is practical, someone

within the Government or from a special interest group-will always find reasons
to oppose it. We have no intentions of depri% Jug other Indians who may be less
,fortunate than we are in receiving an education in Indian culture. or in receiving
an education in art : but, as a matter of priority. my people strongly believe in
a sound basic education for our children Cultural and artistic talents are taught
in the homes, our-language. our dances. and our music is the last rentaining aspect

-of'our,lives which has not yet been exploited These are intrical parts of our

religion My Tribal Council can not understand why a Congressman 2.000 miles
away is so insistent upon kicking my children out of a school which has been
historically ours. I can not understand uv a handful of individuals who call
theithoelves Indians can challenge the weight of tribal (pinion which supports
our position.
Lastly, we cannot understand why the Eskimos must come to Santa Fe to learn

art: why the SlotTorne to Santa Fe to learn art We are saddened by some of the
things that we m t saLin order to get our points across. however, for the past
one- and one-half years, we have tried every means we know of to convince Mr.
ureau of Indian Affairg-that we are not out to destroy Indian art,
Yates and t

3'\

,

,1
we o

want what is rightfully ourti. Therefore, Senator Melcher, if it is to be an

art in tate, then you should build such a facility somewhere else. Leave Pueblo
art an ..cultirre to the Pueblo people, for our art and culture, and our tradition,
has survived the Spanish and Mexican Governments, and we will oyalive any
efforts by anyone to interfere with that aspect of our lives.
Thank you.

.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ADAM TRUJILLO, TAOS PUEBLO

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, my
name is Adam Trujillo, I am the Governor of Taos Pueblo. I, my Trial Council
-and my Pueblo are opposed to S. 2166 as it denies the Pueblo people their right to
use the under-utilized facility here in Struts Fe, New Mexico, for the education of
their children. The Native American Indian Culture. Act (S. 2166) is so broad
that it provides for institutionalization of Indian dances, language, songs, and
-rituals."
Mr. Chairman, the Taos Pueblo Indians are very traditional people. We do not

want the Congress, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), or any other Indian
interference, attempUng to teach our culture and tradition to anyone. We are of
the strong belief that the things which you are attethpting to address in S, 2166

belong in the Pueblo community and in Ole Pueblo home. Taos Pueblo art, culture,
and tradition, are deeply religious to out people and we do not want the Congress
or any other national board to have anything to do with it.

Secondly, we have nothing against Indian art or your attempt to provide a
school to teach basic art education. We do oppo,se an art schbol which has a
per pupil count in excess of $17,000 per year. We do not approve of an artprogram in a facility which is less than fifty percent utilized. We also seriously'
question whether one single national art institute is the answer, or whether 'a
regional concept would be better. In other words. perhaps the Sioux want such
a hchool, but the Pueblis do not. or perhaps, the northwest tribes would like
such a school;'we !Orally believe that such a regional concept may be integrated into, existing programs within these geographical areas, under local
control, and be less expensive. and less wasteful Considering the facts here at
the Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA), over the past 17 years, no one
can support the waste, no one can justify continuation of such a program, in the
hope that More money and more space will provide f%r more students and a
better program.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, if you or Congressman Yates want to build a
monument to Indian Art and Culture, we wish you well, but please do notattempt to do so at the expense'of a sound basic educatiop for our children. If
the other tribes want such a school. please let them tell you, and let them tell
you where, and how such a school should be run. As for.Taos Pueblo, we want

the Santa Fe Indian School to have complete use of this campus as soon

possibti: and we want for you and the Congress to stay out of our culture, tradition and our art.
Thank you.

PREPARED. STATEMENT
OF HERMAN VIGIL, TE8UQUE PUEBLO
.

Mr. Chairman, Jny name is Herman Yigil and I am the Governor of Tesuque
Pueblo. My father, who served as Governor.of Testique Pueblo for several terms

and Who was Chairman of the All Indian Pueblo Council when the old Santa
Fe Indian School was closed, related his frustration and disappointment over
the Santa Fe Indian school to me before he passed away several years ago.
He was bewildered and astonished at the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) insensitivity to the, need for an'acndemic institution for Pueblo Indians. While
he was an accomplished artisan, he believed very strongly in the need for formal
edoption to prepaie Pueblo youth for life In the dominant society.

Perhaps. his experiences in assisting in the passage of the WheelerHoward
Act, more popularly known as the Indian Re-organization Act and other programs of benefit to Pueblo Indians. bbt especially because the Pueblo Governor
of those days needed their own people to elfpiess verballj, and in writing the
Pueblos views on issues they faced made it evident to him that an academic education was essential, for both Individuals and tribal survival.
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For more tlit;n1Ifty (50) years he worked, out of personal dedication and without salary to help Pueblo Indian- gain social and economic progress. He emphasized formal education.and felt now concern for loss of Pueblo culture because he
knew in his hlisitt that Pueblo rulture and languages, would survive because it
was a live and' energetic life-style.:bestknoWn and taught within the individual
family, extended family, dabs and. tribes.
With the kind of energies he had expanded in his lifetinie `to assure a comfortable lifestyle for not only hie Pueblo but others as well with academic education
underlying all activities as a primary objective. I believe I do not have to relate
to thit committee. his disillusionment over the opening of the Institute of American Indian. Arts. He foresaw itas a failure from theoutset because he sawit as
another example °Oran imposition of-Outside thoughts, goals and objectives for the
Indians. Be and his assdciafes. many of whom. are now deceased, fought diligently
against the-TATA, but especially against the old Santa Fe Indian School closure.
They finally acquiesce tiecadse they were promised, what is now the Southwest
Indian Polytechnic Institute, would be the replacement for the Santa Fd Indian

_ School.

He knew also, that a handful of Pueblo artisans supported IAIA, but he felt
other Lndians were so concerned about losing their language, arts and crafts, why
didn't they theMseives do something about it instead of letting_Washington lay

out grand plan for failure,Tntil his death he referred to the new school as the
Instittite of American Indian Pliny Ake
In closing I want to say that' really never undeltood my father's pre-oecupation with Indian Affairs, but today, my responsibilities as GovVnor of my Pueblo,
I realize why my fatherjvorked.so hard. Today. almost twenty years later, I share
my father's views because no one has recommended a viable alternative, to the
Indians' need to retain what is left to then] of a rich.way of iife:Day Indiana can
-

do tthit. For those whO vaitiih to learn line arts, ttere are institutions offering
courses in those areas. The Ilnlited success of IAIA. and yog can probably count
them on the fingers of one hand, is persuasive evidence that the grand plan Pipe
failure like my father preflicted7
The expense in
in continuing such l program would be called a boondoggle, but let it bel.boondogfite conducted and' controlled by - Washington if it
mustbe.
Senitor_Mzi.cTrEs. There is a vote oil, the floor Of the Senate. Regret. ,

fully, the committee will have to r,etress for about half an lynx We hope_
-to resume again at 11.
[Recess takerli.
.
Senator MV.cmsit. The committee will come to order.
We apologize for the delay. We hope that we will be able to complete
the hearing now.
Our next witness` is Earl Barlow, Execvtive Director of the Bureau
Of Indian Affairs.
STATEMENT OF EARL J BARLOW, DIRECTOR, OFFICE 'OP INDIAN
EDUCATION PROGRAMS, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,v DE-

PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, ACCOMPANIED BY JON C.
WADE, PRESIDENT, INWTPTUTE OF AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS,
SANTA FE, N. MEX., AID ROBERT G. HART, GENERAL MANAGER, INDIAN ARTS AND CRAFTS BOARD
IA

BAntAiw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have with me this morning Mr. Jon Wade. president of the Ingtitute of American Indian Arts at Santa Fe, and 'Mr. Robert Hart, Alio
is the general manager of the Indian Arts and Crafts Board.
We have a statement whieh,.perhaps. Mr. Chairman, in light of the
time factor we will submit for the record. I' can briefly summarize it.
Senator MELcitett. Without objection, your entire statement will be
made a part of the record following the te0imony %af your panel.

4
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Mr. B.tatow. Essentially, the bepartinent ofthe Interior's Bureau of
Indian A!trahrs,,opposes the enactment of S. 792.

Although till Department and the Bureau Ortainlyconeur with the

concept which the bill proposes, we do have gifestions anct ceservations

about removing the Indian Arts and Crafts Board and theinstitute of
American Indian Arts illhmahe Department.
4*.1"
W@ would like to think that we are beginning 'to implement. tome
measures which will imprbve the functioning, at least, of the Institute
of American Indian Arts. The new Assistant secretary for American,
Indian Affairs has directed that a study of The institute and its func-

tions be conducted.as quickly as possible in order to 'valuate the
present status of the institute and to recommend courses of action
which will_ preserve the institute, foster its achievethent of t4e

.

promiseso apparent in past yearsand give it the attention, viability, and support it deserves.
In fact, the option of establishing an institute such as the one

.

posed by S. 792iwill certainly. be considered.

prf

The target datedor presenting options to the Assistant Secretary ha&
been set for September 30, 1981. The Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs, Mr. Ken Smith, has, assured me, and others that he will keep
the committee and other interested groups and individuals appraised
of tTie prOgress of the,study.
.

With that, peNaps we an answer any comments or questions, Mr.
Chairman, that you may have.
Senator :1
Mr. Barlow, I think that getting any bill drafted'
which would Atisfithe Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department
of the Interior would be pretty difficult, unless_we simply said that you
had done a.wonderful fob so far and : "Here is a contract with a mandate- Do a letter job. Here is some more Money." That kind of a bill
would meet ne approval of the bepartment.
.
However, if we broadew out th
ion_of what we db about Indian

.

-

art and cultureas S. 792 intendUstdo=I !link that we'will have-a
difficult; time in ever: getting a bill with which you are satisfied 'and
which the Department would come here and endorse.

The. fact that the report on the bill is unfavorable 'and that

testimony is in opposition to pass

of the bill is npt surprising.

I think that the Department, the Interior and the Bureau of

-Alien Affairs, with their tiist respOnsibility, 'Caves lot of work to do.
This is one area which should be pursued much more vigoro
the country has done In the past. It.has to be broadened beyonudtet )neyartrknt of the Interior to do that and do it adequately:

--At the Smithsonian, they are run as part of the National Parks'

.

Service. SOme people could see some correlation with that. The Smith-

sonian is ru
-bit diffeieiktly on a base much broader than that. The
National
Service continues to do it$ part. The Smithsonian continues to do s part.

I think that this may be the right( tinie to broaden out from the

DepartintOnt of the Interior toil Bureau f Indian Affairs for Indian.
--art and culture. We expect ..to do that ith .
, 'f we enact it into
V

;
law
I'. habe a'

c

On June 24, 1981, Secretary Watt announced

that he tad approved a fyear contradt with the collegest Santa Fe
1

house IAIA. How twill, this milVe affect the quality of IAIA's pro-

gram I

.41
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Mr. BARLOW. As you are aware. Mr. Chairman, we were faced with

some problems wfieRn the decision was made in 1979' to share the
campus of the Institute of American Indian Arts with students from
the Albuquerqtle Indian School. The rationale for the decision(to move
was established..
What we are anticipating is that, for the coming year, the Institute

1--

of American Indian Arts will have a facility which will be adequate
to carry on the program which embodies its mission.
I have Mr. .Ton Wade here, who has been very actively involved in
the negotiations of the contract at the college at Santa Fe. I might
ask Mr. Wade-to give you a brief background on what we will have at
that,facility and what our program will be.
Senator MELCIIER. Mr. Wade ?r
Mr. WADE. Thank you.

In the contract with the college At Santa Fe we are renting space
which will be unique to the i
te. We will keep our own identity
and'our own program, and we wi have some exeellent space which the

college is making available to usdormitories which are far superior to those which we had at our old campus.
Probably the adverse effect on our prograrreis that our three-dimen-

siontrrart program will reMain on the old campus. Those programs
involve some heavy equipment which could not be moved, and space
'Could not be made available at the college at Santa Fe this year. Therefore, the campus will be split.
. Also, on the old campus we -will retain our museum. It turns out that

Ave will have to close all but one of otir galleries and use the.rest of
the galleries for classroom space, but that museum is the most secure
placa for ottA pern4anent collection.

Thefe will be a curtailment of the museum training program as a
result of this move.
Generally we Itre expecting to have a very good program for our

students. The most adverse thing which is happening is the uncertainty about what will happen after 1 year.
Senator MEI.CIIER. What kind of a future is a 1-year contract? How,
serious is this move?
Mr. WADE. It leaves doub n stu s ts* minds, and it makes it difficult for us to recruit stude
Senator MELCHER. How any students di you have lift year?
Mr. WADE. We had r died about-150 students.
Senator MELCIIER. How many students do you think xou, will have
this year?
Mr. WADE. We havesent acceptance letters td over 200.

Senator MELCUER. Yot, are telling me that, even with this move,
you are not going to have any better stoprge space than you had in
that museum.
Mr. WADE. I am sorry, but we will not.
Senator MELCI fER. IS that uninsured ?

Mr. W.teE.,That is eorr4t.
Is it *impo,.,A le to get in-;11ranCe on it ?
.c o
Senator META
Mr. WADE. That is what I understand.
lly jammed. I
Senator MELenEn. When T was there 4t waq
iterally jammed'
think that vein were trying to protect it, but i
together.,Do you have a value on it ?
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Mr. WADE. It is priceless;

The permanent collection is priceless. There are things in there'

whioh cannot be replaced.
Senator MELC1IER. Do you have fire protetion'in that bUilding yet ?
Mr. WADE. .414 Forte have a sprinkler system aid an alarm system.
Senator ME
D. Is it adequate ? I mean the sprinkler system

downs-tails where vou have so much of the material stored.:
Mr. WADE. I hope so. I really do not know.

Senator Mli.ctira. Have von had it examined by a fire marshal?.
Mr. WADE. No. Weave had area safety people through it. They

believe that it

Senator MELenED. What kind of people?

Mr. WADE. Safety officers and a Bureau of Fire Protection person
from the central office have been through.

Senator MELcurit. Is it not poss,ibIe to have ,make damage there?
You may put out the fire, but smoke damage would do untold harm,

to

Mri WADE. I think that the 'worst damage would, be from the

sprinkler system being turned on.
Senator -MEIA HER. Yes. As I viewal it, I believe 1 or 11/2 years ago,
it seemed to me to contain an opportunity for untold damage to occur
on things which could never be replaced.
Mr. WADE That is right. There is a potential for that.
It turns out that just by crowding we do damage to pieces daily.
Senator th:IA HER. Thank you all, very much.
Earl, Over $.2 million has been appropriated to renovate the Albuquerque Indian,School. Inasmuch as the Pueblo are moving their high

school to Sante Fe this fall, what will happen to these funds?
Mr. BARLOW. I,understand that the funds will revert to the Treasury, inasmuch as they will not be expend0 for the purpose for which
they were appropriated.
Sepator M'EmDr.n. Can they be reprogramed for LUX?
Mr. BARLOW. Any reprograming would require the approval of the
Congress. I have not been advised what the Department or Bureau of
Indian Affairs proposes to do.

' Senator Mrixttra. Will yo'u carry a message bark and ask that they

be reprogramed?
We just'had Senator Hatfield, the chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, testify this morning. He is very much interested.

in helping Indian art. If you are not going to use those funds, I see

'"I'no reason why they should not he reprogramed for this purpose.
Mr. BRLow. I would be very happy to convey that message.
Senator 'AIELCIIEP. Thank you. very much.

[The prepared statement follows
4
PREPARED STATEMENT OF EARL BARLOW, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN EDUCATION
PROGRAMS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Mr.Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to
present the views of the Department of the Intefior on S. 792, a bill "To Promote
the Development of Native American CultUre and Art.!'
If enacted, S. 792 would create an Institute of Native American Art Culture
and Arts Development which wonld have as its purpose, the preservation, sup-f
port, revitalization, and dissemination of native American culture and art. The

hill would transfer the Institute of 'American Indian Arts and the Indian Arts
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40and Crafts

rd to the proposed institute. The nee, institute would provide
rican Indians and native Hawaiians.

services
hir2C

we oppose enactment of S. 792.

Although the Department of the Interior has historically been the primary
administrator of the Federal-1 lichen trunt relationship, the subject bill would

create an Institute of Native American Culture and Arta Develoment outside the
Department. Given the experience and expertise that the 14pneau of Indian Affairs
and the Office of Indian Education have acquired over the years, the new inde-

pendent institute and Its mission wo

suffer without the benefit of. that
The bill would remove the Indian arts a d crafts board and the Institute
of American Indian Arts from the depart nt. Both entities haze achieved a
large measure of success as a part df the department and we feel that" they
i
should 'remain there.
As part of the department, the commissioners and staff of the board have
experience and expertise.

-worked effectively to increase native Amerkaff particiOation and _control in
the- powing native American fine arts and handicrafts busipost:.and to enable
nabetiotkmericans to realize the 'full potential for employment and income from
this banand for their creative work..The essential role of the board has been to
enco
action, promote high-Tonality work, ,and serve as the marketing
i
'advisor-al with the bnoad based information
and knowledge that makes it
possible for the wide sariety of producers to exploit the best possible market.
most directly.

In doing this, the board provides business and personal professional advice, ,
information, and promotion to native American artists and craftsmen and their
organizations and, as an integral part of Its professional services, the, board
operates a coordinated system of thremegional museums, locatid in reservation
a
Through its activities, the Indian arts and.crafts board has been instrumen in helping nunkrons native American enterprises, cultural organization's'
and institutions to develop and achieve self-sufficiency, and the board was ont

of the original advocates for the establishment of the institute of American
Indian Arta.
.
.,- The proposed institute is (and should be) conceived asan educational institution, but its functions: would include the economic development programs
of the Indian Arts and Cr,afts Board. Education sad economic development
functions are not compatible, as they require entirely different program appriatelft,managegient philosophise, and resources.
'The I...itute of American Indian A ( %IA) was created by the Secretary
of the Interior in 1982. It was opened
t year to 140 caret:11V recruited t,itndents in the 10th through 12th grades, an to a few post-high school students
who took two post - secondary academic co
Emphasis at that time was upon
the secondary programs.

From the beginning the institute'luts
n a progressive arts school which
has encon
ias ancients to draw' n n theii* cultural heritage' while ex-.
perimenting hr ch non-transitional area as creative writing, performing arta,
filminaking, -photography, and new
of painting. The purpose of this

,,approach was summed np in the I

statement of philosophy :

"The underlying philosophy of
can be honored and can be used
coateipporary life,
The Ica

'gram is that unique cultural - erudition
vely as the springboard to a meaningful
holds that cultural differences are a rich
g from which may
w14
wn new creative `forces relevant to conteinporaikconditions and environments. We believe that, ultimately, byvoloc
Jag to link.
hes t,in, Indian culture to contemporary lire, the Indian
able to solve ianw roblems and enrich the world scene in the process."
- During Its
five ears, the work, of the institute's students attracted widespread attentio throughout the Nation for its artistic validity and vitality in
the fields of c tive iting fine arts, crafts, and performing arts. In 1967,
the institute em rke4)511ban expansion of its proftasional training programs.
The it
sion was recognised by the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfa.
hich in a 1969 report recommended that the institute be
raised to the level
four-year'college and noted that the institute had shown
considerable su
instilling pride in Indian students by providing theta
with opportnnitiat
creative expression. In recent. years, the institute has

gained accreditation to grant the dmoclate of fine arts degree and, as an ac-

credited institution, has the endorsement of the National Association of Schools

of Art.-

r
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Institute graduates are establishing a record as practicing artists as they
mature in their cirregrs. Their works make up an invaluable collection of contemporary art in a variety of media which is housed in the IAIA Museum in
Santa Fe. The collection is hi great demand and is often on loan to other national and international institutions. IAIA's position as a leader
minority
cultural development was pointed out in the 1979 1:1\-ESCO report, Mducating
Artists, Craftsmen, Designers." In the report, IAIA was cited as one of seven
outstanding arts education institutions in the world..
It is true that the institute has suffered ft-0Sn inconsistent direction and
support over the years. A recent additional problem was the decision to transfer high school students from the Albuquerque Indian School, to the institute's
Santa Fe campus. Many esecerned about the institute's future, viewed this as
a serious threat. The tensions which resulted from the joint use of thetcampus
served neither the institute nor the high school students; indeed, the accreditstion,of both institutions has been jeopardized in the prods. This coming school
year, the institute will be located on the camptis of the College of Santa Fe
which will avoid'this problem.
.
While we share the con rns underlying sort., we do not believe that those
concerns would be sere
y removing the present institute and die Indian Arta
and Crafts Board f m the' Department of'the Interior. The Department has
historically been the primary administrator of the Federal-Indian relationship.
We believe that the institute derives muck of its artistievigor from its assocta.tion with the broader world of Indian aftirs and that both it and the board
.
would suffer were they to be isolated from that world,
.In addition, the Assistant Secretary for Indian ,Mirs has directed thael study of the institute and its functions be conducted as quickly as possible in
order to evaluate the present status of the institute and to relinimend courses
of action to preserve the institute, foster its achievement of the promise So apparent in past years, and give it the attention, visibility, and support it deserves.
The option of establishing the proposed institute under departmental auspices
woulti be included.
We are committed to the preservation of the institute and to the achievethedt
of Its purposes. We believe that this preservation and achievemetit can best be
assured through the resources available to this department
These are our main objections. Others are included in our report., toNthe

it

.

committee.

...,

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I would be happy to

answer any questions you or members of the committee May have.'

Senator MztcitER. Elmer Savilla, the executive director of the National 'tribal Chairmen's Association is our next witness.
Sl'ATENENT OF ELMER X. SAVILLA, ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRXENS ASSOCIATION

Mr. SAvim.A. Thank you, Senator.

r

so

My name is Elmer Savilla. I am the acting executive director of the
National Tribal Chairmen's Association.
We have a written statement here which-we will present to you.
Senator MELCIIER. Without objection, it will be made a part of the
record at the end ofAvour testimony.
Mr. SAVILLA. Thaiik you.

We have some extra comments whicti we wish too make at this time

with reference to some, statements which have, been made about
Hawaiians being included in the bill.-.

The Natiorial"Tribal Chairmen's Association do not see much wrong

with this. As a matter of fact, I think that it would enhance the value
of such a museum because most of the successful add interest
ro
museums throughout
the world are those which display estheticall
related but culturally different art objects.
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I hive been to man, rauieums..One of the bdter ones I have seen
is the Richmond museum. They do have several cultures blended into
one fine display.
.--.
Ibelieve that the museum. as dutlined in S. i9-2, would be a very
good thing to have happen.
however, we do have several concerns- 'with S. 792.
First,of all, we do endorse S. 792 but with some ohlTsi tens. One of

.
,--

them is that we hope that the longest of the terms of °flip of the

board of directors would be filled liy native people and that the terms
would not be .subjected to any quadrennial political favoritism. By
filling 8 -year. terms of office with Indian people
native people. the

entire program would be stabilized in terms of native contitl and

Sitivity.
.
'
1
,
SeccOnd, we, favoi the inclusion of Interior's Arts and Crafts Boardin the proposal. We think that inclusion of the Arts and erafts Board'
would lend an ailditionallycolnprehensive approach tb the whole concept ca the museum..
.
,

.

.

.
.

Wed; feel that the Interior Department'is oot the proper place for
it; that it is not ,proper fo..have-the,museion under its jurisdiction.
. We feel there has been ample opportunity fos Interior to have developed, by this thnersome meaningful tid successful approach' to
;., preserving Indian culture and art. if they'so desired.
Given present day politics, we feel that thert' may even be a cut.- --back in arts and crafts ratherthan a building up.
We feel that the previsions for the headquarter's site selection, for
exainp4e, as contained in section 10. is realistic-It does- avoid jurisclictional conflicts which so many tinier surround Indian matters.
'
However, *e would like to recommend that the sites reviewed for

,
...0

the museum not be liniiked to existing facilitieS under the jurisdiction

..

al of the Secretary of the Interior. Section 5 Lists several important
I Federal agencies and represents several options. Why, ,then; would
. we limit the selection of facilities to
undr Interior's
domain I

We would supr rt the insertion of language in section 1Q, which
would allow Ile- .,card of trustees to review Potential sites within the
jurisdiction o: the entire board pf trustees. After a review, they may

then designate an appropriate facility within the jurisdiction of a

1

member of the board of trustees and agtee upon it as the headquarters
for the institute. '
Additionally; the board. must be empOwered with the proper authority to make the transfer and any necessary imProvernents to such
a facility.
With those three concerns about S. 792; wh feel nOhesitancy in endorsing it..
I have one added comment; namely, the language which 'refers to
the original 1935 art, which a etablished the Indian Arts and Crafts
Board. There is no explicit repealer language of that act +n S. 792,
which we think is fine. but as a suggestion, we think there may need
to be an insurance clause somewhere that, in the event that the Ward
and the museum are out of Interior's jurisdiction and is ever -defunded, that there might be a fallback under Inieri9r's wing to insure
the continuation of the program.
e

1
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That concludes my ,remarks at till time, Mr. Chairmaq,
[T.he prepared statement follows:]

.

PREP/ ZED Stammer-7' or EL MLR SA WILL, ACTING EXECUTIVE DtsincTos, T HZ
NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S ASSOCIATION

"". Good morning Mr. Chairman and Members of the Select Committee on Indian
Affairs.

.

I am Elmer Sevilla, kilns Director of the National Tribal Chairmen's Association (NTCA) . NTCA represents the elected leadership of the federally recognized
tribes. Wish to thank you and the Committee for this opportunity to express
NTCA's ewe on S. 792. We come before eta
express our support for this
legislation.

NTCA is pleased to see this effort to protect
nhance the development of
American Indian art, an internationally-renotv , unique art form, indigenous
'only to this country.
We feel that the United, States should be proud to sponsor and support such a
national repository for the only gentnikly native art 'originating in America.
Mr. Chairman. the divisive issue that arose when the bill was introduced in the

96th Congress, namelycontrol of the physical plant pf the former Institute of
American Indian Art=has been decided, removing the main objection to this
legislation.

NTCA bras reviewed S. 792 and must strongly emphasize that Indian control
must be exNercised on the Droposed Institute's Board .0 f Trustees to insure sensitivity to I pan religious and cultural concerns for. policy direction, the ashibitivity
of In
and crafts and compliance with the American
ri
Indian Religious
Ejeedom Act.

Indian People should be the arbiters of the Institute's display and research

materials. Only then would awl an Institute-be truly representative of American
Indian art and culture. Only Indian control would guarantee that sacred materials and performances would not be despoiled by improper or inappropriate use
or display.
Most importantly, NTCA could not abide a situation where Indian craftwork
becomes a product of academics, nither than the product of the living, holistic
aspects of Indian culture. Indian control is vital to prevent au' ch an occurrence.
With the bulk of'native culture originating from the Indian home, the Institute
could become a natural extension of such cultural education and the appropriate
felt: for artistically career-minded Indian artisans to obtain an education and
e strong aesthetic reinforcement.
Since the NTCA constituency represents the federally recognized tribes across
the nation, we would want to see a truly national representation contained in
suck an effort.- The Institute and accompanying programs outlined in the .bill
would then tedect the richness and diversity of the American Indian nations.
NTCA feels, that all Indian nations could make valuable contributions to this
program.
We would now like to express some concerns and opinions.
(1) We hope that the longest of,the terms of office of the Bbard of Directors, as
described in Sec. 5(c) would be tilled by native people and those terms would not
be subjected to any quadrennial political favoritism. By tilling those 6-year terms
of office witaJLndian people, the result would be a stabilizing element in terms of
Indian control and sensitivity.

(2) NTCA favors the inclusion of the Department of Interior's Arts and Crafts
Board in this proposal. We view this inclusion as lending to the comprehensive approach to the issue.
(3) NTCA feels that the provisions for a headquarters site selection, contained
in Sec. 10, are realistic and avoid jurisdictional conflicts-. However, we would like
to recommend that sites reviewed not be limited to existing facilities *under the
jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior. Sec 5, lists several imports nt.federal
agencies and represents several options. Why, awn. limit a selection to facilities

under Interior's domain? We would support insertion of language in Sec. 10
allowing the Board of Trustees to review potential sites within jurisdictions of
the entire Board'of 'Trustees After such review, then designate an appropriate
existing facility within the jurisdiction of a member of the Board of Trustees as
the headquarters fog the Institute. Additionally, the Board must be empowered
with the proper authority to make such transfer and any necessary improvements
to such a facility.
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NICAOpes,that such an Institute and program would serve as a fecal point
and vehicle fur the education of the generai non-Indian public. such Feducation
would serve to uphold and promulgate standards of authenticity and quality for
genuine American Indian arts and crafts throughout the
I thank you again for this opportunity to express the, view s of the National
Tribal Chairmen's Association On this impotanf piece of legislation; and I am
available to respond to any questions you or the Committee might hate

Senator Mraxiita...I have taken note of what you have s4id about
ting a site. I believe you may be correct that it would nqt have to
be designated that the Secretary of the Interior select the site It could
be any Rideral agency or any existing Federal site.
We were trying to ak,oid a brandnew appropriation fora site. We
think there are probably .once existing Federal its which Would accommodate the purpose without having to burden this billy with anSe I

other expense:

I think that eventually, if we can get this thing started, we will

probably have need of a cry elaborate site, but that is probably 10 or
20 years drrwrr the road. '

The important thing is to get it started and to have a point of cohesion and a grouping together of what has become rather scattered
actions and efforts around the country.
I think y-our suggestions are very good, Elmer. I want to thank you,
very much.

Our next panel consists of Alan Parker and Suzan Harj°, who is
0

representing Wanda MacDonald.

- Alan, you represent the 'Standing Rock Sioux and the Yakima

Indian Sation. Is tha, corrct?

Mr. PARKER. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF ALAN PARKER ON BEHALF OF THE STANDING
ROCK SIOUX AND THE YAKIMA INDIAN NATION

Mr. _PAiltea. Mr, Chairman, I would like to request, on behalf of
the Yakima Indian Nation and the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. that
the statement which we have prepared and consulted upon be made
a part of the official record of the hearing.
Senator NItikirEa. Without objection. the statement will become a
part of_the record following your testimony.

Mr. Noma: Thank you.
I would like to spend a few minutes summarizing the maid concerns apd interests of our clients on the bill, S. 792, thy proposal to
create a national rrjstitute for Indian art and culture development.
I ant pleased to say that our tribal clients are strongly in support
of this proposal, Mr. Chairman. We have a number of concerns which
I would like to relay on their behalf.
One, which would be their primary con_.ern, is th'at the institute

formally adopt a poliey 91 consulting with the Indian tribes .at all
times and o all °cessions when the institute would be involved in
researching, s idying, displaying, or in any manner handling cultural pract ces or traditional practices concerning any Indian tribe.
I' think tlw. is a self-explanatory plank about which our tribal clients
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feel very strongly. I think that mdet Indian tribes in the country,
if not all would join in this position.

I think it is a very practical and workable policy which we wold
fully expect the institute, when it is established; to adopt.
Were the institute not to adopt this policy or were such a formal
policy not to be adopted, then I would fully expect the Indian tribes to

be in opposition.
The other concern itlrich I would like tlo relay on behalf of our .:_ants
is a concern which relates to the introduction of foreign-manufactured,

pseudelndian arts and crafts materials into the American market.
In recent times we have even seen the manufacture and mass production

of materials such as jewelry, beadwork, basketstypes of craftwork
which are traditionally and originally the work of Indian tribes and

people in this country.
They are being mass produced and placed on the American market
as replicas or in place of authentic Indian manufactures materials.
The point that we weukllike to make is that, while we &not expect
the institute; as envisioned and proposed in this bill, to be any kind of
regulatory agency, our clients would like to see the institute assume a
res nsibility for working with the tribes on educating the American
p lic so that they can distinguish between the value and nature of
artwork and craftwork which is done by Indians themselves as opposed
to foreign-manufactured or mass-produced Imaterials prnduced in this
country.
I think that if the institute could play a role and be a point of contact
fOr Indian artists who are concerned about this matter or who encounter imitation materials beirig presented as authentic Indian materials
the institute might be a point of contact for remedies and rights with
t%spect to this issue. Our clients would be very happy to see that come
to paw..

I would like to conclude this summary by emphasizing again the
support our clients have for this bill and togcongratulate the sponsors
and, yourself. Senator Melcher, for Your strong support for Indian art
and for the Federal Government'i role in supporting and enhancing
Indian culture throughout the country.
I shall be happy to answer any questions or provide any additional
materials.
Tharik you. Mr, Chairman.
Senator Minctiza. Tank you very much, Alan.
[The prepared statement tonows
----PREPANED STATEMENT" 01, THE YANTY INDIAN NATION AND THE STANDING Rock

'Bum' TUNE" SIJIIIIITTED BT ALAN PARNIE

Mr Chairman, on behalf of the Yakirili Indian Nation and.the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe. we would likg to commend you and the other sponsor's of this bill

for your sincere lnterelt lb gad support for Indian art and the protection of
IndianOculture This proposed legislation would establish a national Institute
which would plavethe preaently exiting In tute for American Indian Art

SIAIA) on an independent basis °Iasi& the B
Beauu of Indian Affairs. Under the
plan set out in the bill, the IAIA becomes a fo ndation or blinding block for an
Institute which would also include a Center fog Native American Scholars, a
Center for Cultural exchange and a museum of Ihdian Arts. What is envisioned
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in this proposal to establish a national histitut that is a multi-purpose art and
scholarship Center. perhaps comparable to the Smithsonian Insti ute. although
oh% iously on ft smaller is-ale Such an Institution would hose the potential for
great good as-well as great totochief Many talented artists from many different
tribes. hate benefited from the training and programs pros ided.by th'e fAIA
over the years This proposal to greatly expand the programs of the 1.11.1 to also
include support for the work of Indian scholars and Ai Inter-American Indian
or tribal exchange prligram. holds the potential' to gieatlx benefit lndiali people

in the future However, without the ['riper guidance. and input from Indian

tf

tribal leaders. such an Institute mat well be more a source of harmful mischief
than good Too often we base experienced the tuiwelcome intrusion of self-styled
Indian experts? Into the prisa( y of our people suffered the misrepresentation of
Indian opition by self-styled spokesmen, or, had to endure the false interpretation of Indian traditional, and religions way by. those who-claim to have studied
the Indians
In recent years the nature, of Indian art and crafts have-alio been grossly dis,torted much to the alarm of Indian artisans Net only hate ( heap. imitation. for( ign imports flooded the country but domestic'lirma hate also, copied and mass
produced the designs artwork and crafts %%Web have been unique to certain
tribes. clans and families These de% elopments bave naturally tended to cheapen
Indian art and eraftwork in the eyes of the Imo,. often making it impossible fcrr
Indian artisans to receive the true value fdr work that to be done right must still
be done by hand. one piee# lit a time.

The re(ommendations we would like to make regarding S 792 are intended
both to address these widely "hared Indian c=oncerns while strengthening the
Institute proposal. First of all, S 7112 should-be amended to delete those provisions (stitch call for the Secretary of Interior, the Secretary of Education, etc.,
to sit on the board of trustees Thew is no real need that ee can see for these
agency heads and directors to have their designees occupy a position on the
board Rather, we recommend that 'these same indls Iduals form a federal advikory clamed for the Institfite Mourning then, that the Board is appointed from
among Indian inthsbituils who are a idely recognized fdr their *ork tip the field.
this board sittuld have no problems with our second reeornmendation That
that the Institute adopt an Official policy of relying on the guidance and/direction

of Indian tribes at all times in all matters that directly involve a tribe's tra-

ditional practices. beliefs or yaluen We bellevE that this recommendation is selfexplanatory and one which all tribes Would strongly support. Whether the Institute proposes to conduct research. publish studies. take pictures or send personnel
to sislt a reservation. the tribe or tribes involved must be consulted from the outset We certainly expert nothing less from an Orgahlzatiorn such as the Institute.
%hose very purpose in the preservation and entrancement of Indian Arts and Culture The implementation and safeguarding of such a policy must be a priority for
the Trustees of the Institute A firm and clear policy which leaves the final decis(ons with the tribe as to a hether particular cultural practices and belief. or,
Information regarding the same. may be revealed or displayed to non-tribal memwillthe welcomed and supported by the tribes; anything less will'be ()wised
Our final recommendation eoncerns.the role theInstitnte may play with respect
to the &Oft of imitation Indian art and craft work which has so disturbed Indian
people over the past decade Although'l he plisnitute is, of course. not intended to

be a regulatory arm of government, It seems to us that the trustee and staff

should assume the responsibility of doing whatever may be possible in the way of

educating the American public In addition. the Institute should also develop(
a relationship with the government agencies that are remponaible for policing such

matters a- the sale of cheap imitations-for authentic Indian work. If Indian
people or artists could contact an-office of tt4 Imfitute to learn of their rights

And possible remedies Oils would be a very helpful-and long overdue service
In summary. we are In supporpbf this legislation If modified t9 meet our concerns This proposal could result not only itp official reenignitiornof the unidti
pile of Indian arts and cultures in this country, but air in the establishment of
an Institution which could prove to he a tremendous resource to Indian Tribes
However. ae cannot oseremphasize the nng1 to lin OiV4. the trig in all decisions
that may involve sensitise or pris ate waters It will not be fficuft to implea
,
$
it is essential
mefit such a policy t

Thank you for this opportunity to present this testimony

Senator

N1E11'11E11.

Suzan Harjo.
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STATEN:ENT OF SUZAN MOWN HARJO ON BETTAT.17
OF WANDA
Mao:DONALD OF THE NAVAJO NATION

Ms. lImuo. My nailtrkis Suzan Shown Harjo. I ,am Cheyenne and
Creek and am an eed member of the Cheyenne
and Arapaho
Ttibesof Oklahoma..'
=Late last-night, my, friend, Wanda MacDonald. telexed a copy of her
testimony. asking me to present it here today. Unfortunately, that telex
is uncopyable. It is being retvped, and You
have theentire statement by Wanda MacDonald dent to your staff
staff today. I ask that it be
/included in the record of this hearing.
Senator SfELCHER. Without objection, when it is receiv , Ms.
MacDonald's statement will be included
the record follow
your
testimony.
Ms. Hmt.ro. Wanda MacDonald's basic testimony states thnsiastic
support for S. 792 in its entirety and states that k is "vita important
that S. 792 be passed by the Senate." She characterizes it as a significant landmark in the development and preseivation o nativ4tAmeri(lin culture and art.
She makes a comment, on which I join her, saying that:
In its role as trustee for American Indians. the Federal Government has
to date
substantially ignored cultural and artistic aspects of its responsibility. The
eral Ggvernment must assume a more activist role in the enhancement and Fedpreservation of Native American art and culture.

During the previous administration, I served as apolitical appointee
in the Department of the Interior. One of my primary responsiloiliali...was to coordinate the cross-Government study for the PresidenT in
response to the'American Indian Religious Freedom Act. I-would like
to make a personal observation in that professional
capacity.
The Duman of Indian Affairs was the least caverative agent_y of all
the 50-plus agencies with which I dealt implying with implementing thy Anierican Indian Religi,ousFreidom Act.
During that same time, the question of the disposition of the IAIA
was before the Department of the Interior. I encountered that same
resistance to the goals and aspirations of Indian art.and culture and .the
IAIA within the Department of the Interior, and specifically within
the Bureau of Indian A ffairs."Iiiorked in the Secretary's office.
I commend you for introducing this bill 'which,when Alan Parker
and I dicta first draft df it, we did not think would ever make it this far
in Congress. We were doing it as a personal and professional
reaction
to the lack ohttrention in this vital area on the part of the Federal
Government.
We compliment von for helping us in this very, very important
area
which makes us Indian: We are our art and culture.
I would like to conclude with one statementlhich Wanda MacDonald has in hef prepared testimony :
Art represent. the creation of beauty and culture and embodies the highest form
of the advancement of civilization. Art is central
to the very essence of each and
every Native American. Our culture, our values. our very existence
are intertwined with our conception of beauty, our concept of vahres. and tradition,
Our
vittion, our artistry, our national harmony with the universe. To the Native
Americas, art is life. Life is art.
.
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tribe of Cheyenne Artipaho in Oklahoma has so testified. I also
represent in this statement the Luirutii tribe of Washington.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows
PREPARED STATEMENT OF WANDA L MCDONALD, FIRST LADY OF THE NAVAJO
NATION, MEMBER OF THE ARIZONA COMMISSION ON PRE 'ARTS, MEMBER OF MR
;NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD OF THE BEARD MUSEUM AND CHAIRMAN OF NAVAJO; LAND

AL OF THE ARTS

Senators Cofien and Meicher, as well as all members of the Senate
Select Committee on Indian Affairs, for affording me the opportunity to make
_:this statement with respect to S. 792.

I believe that it is vitally important that & 792 be passed by the Senate. If
enacted, this bill will be a significant landmark in the, development and Pres-

/

/ ervation of Native American culture and art. The basis of tits assertion is
more Una adequately supported by the findings contained in Section 2 of the
bllL

Art represents the creation of beauty.; culture embodies the highest form of
the advancement of civilization. Art is central to the very essence of each and
every Native American. Our culture, our values, our very existence is intertwined with our conception 'of beauty; our concept of valties and tradition ;
our vision or artistry ; our natural harmony with the universe. To the Native,
American, art is life and lite is art.
In its role es trustee for'American Indians, the United States has, to date,
substantially lgtibred the cultural and artistic aspects of its responsibilities.
The federal government, as a whole, must assume a in9re activist role in the
enhancement and preiervation of Native American art and- culture. I stress
this point, that the United States, not one agency or department or branch of
federal government, is the trustee and has this responsibility, and -I am pleased

that the Congress is addressing this vital area of Indian life, thereby exercising this trust responsibility.

.

I enthusiastically support theenactment of S. 792 in itsientirety, and offer
some few suggestions to amend the measure for your consideration. The focus
of my comments, however, will address those aspects of the bill relating to
the Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA).
Section 8(a) (1) of S. 792 transfers responsibility for the functions of IAIA
from the Secretary of the Interior to the newly proposed Institute of Native

American Culture and Arts Development. I believe that this transfer is of
utmost need I the ILIA is to be preserved and nurtured.
As of today, the IAIA is located on the camputeof the Santa Fe Indian School,

with offices now being transferred to the College of Santa Fe. The Santa Fe
Indian School campus was initially established as a vocational school and
post-secondary technical program. The federal government initially appropriated the funds for the construction of the Santa Fe facilities in 1885, ender the
provisions of the YEducation for Ipdian Youth Act"

Prior to the inception of the IAIA, this school, similar to other Bureau of
Indian Affairs programs, was essentially limited to the provision of technical

skills. The Santa Fe campus instructed Indian youth in such areas as agriculture, sewing, carpentry and other vocational skills. While these skills were
and are still needed, there was an unofficial policy of benign neglect toward
the young Indian artists; young Native American artists were, in effect, discouraged from developing' their skills through the lack of any programs or
outlets for the refinement of their &lents.
In the early 1960s, there was a greater awareness of the need for the develop.
ment of Native American art and culture. In 1962, Congress appropriated over
one-half of a million dollars for the establishment of the IAIA at the Santa Fe
campus. The mission of the new institution was simply to instruct young Indians
in the techniques of artistry. Indian additiop to fine and applied arts, etandard
academic subjects were taught at IAIA.

Although initially a high school; due to the highly sophisticated nature of its
program, IAIA wds extended to college participation. By the mid-19708, the high
school components of the IAIA were gradually phased out and the college level
program expandesi to a four-year accredited program. Currently, the IAIA is a
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two-year college program offering a curriculum that includes music, film, dance
.
and Witness management for artists.
.
The IAIA is the only program in the United States that is predicated on the
development of the skills of young Native American artists. The school is open to
all American Indians .and is not limited to members of one or et few particular
tribes.
The IAIA is virtually the only institution in the world that is committed,o the
enhancement of these young Native American artists, enabling we NativeAmerican people to have trained persons capable of transmitting and developing even
further our own art and culture. Currently, there are efforts to relocate the IAIA
or to limit its activities by, members of certain tribes. These efforts; cloaked in
the rhetoric of self-determinatiofi, appear to have the support of various persons
in the Department of the Interior, ificluding Secretary Watt. Unfortunately, the
proponents of this initiative, along with their followers, tail to comprehend the
uniqueness of the IAIA and its importance to the preservation, of Native Ameri-

/ can art and culture, as well as its promotion and development.
.
By transferring functional responsibility for the IAIA from the Secretary of
the Interior to the proposed Institute of Native American Culture and Arta
Development, I believe that responsibility will be more properly placed with,

.

individualtranll officials who are.committed to the goals and aspirations contemplated as the IAIA was originally conceived.
Regarding the legislation itself, I have the following observations and recommendations:
Uncle/See.' 7, "Function of the Institute," the legislation lacks spRilic language on the prime function of the institute, nathely the granting of degrees in
the field of arts and/or cultural educations. Lconsider this function the center-

piece and focus of the institution. The activities and resources of the other
centers, the museum and other programs as may emerge, thus contribute tothe

educational/instroctional objectives. The character of a degree-granting institu_lion program will give a coherence to a progiam azid institution that is otherwise
liescribed as a serof independent, almost self-contaiett centers.
.
Under the same section, specifically Sect. 7(a) (2) (8)(4), I would suggest for
your consideration these small modifications: (1),The Center.for Native American Studies and, Center of Cultural Exchip/e should be combined as-a Center
for Cultural Research and Stndy. As presently described, the function); of research, publications and fellowship programs clearly subsume a full scale exchange between the scholar, Indian community program leadership and others at
both national and international* levels. Further, cultural exchange, as it applies
to study, instructioniranctremarch ii more 1, cal to such- it Studies and Research
Center concept. (2) The Museum should be
ribed in language which includes
the Intel:national-dimension of activity. In is case, I suggest that the phrase
beginning on page 9, line 18, ". . . market and promotion of Indian crafts . . ."
to the end of the sentence, simply be moved to line 25 of the same page, to read,
". .

. curation and exhibition of Indian art, marketing and promotion of Indian
crafts, promotion of Indian art, exhibition and shows on national and inter-

national levels.. . "

I believe that these changes would result in an instiantion whose components
are nadre-cLearly defined lu specific areas of instruction, arts and aesthetic education, cultural research and study: as well as museum exhibition and collection.
OrgalkitationallF, the distinctions would be clearer and, with thPaddition of the
above-mentioned language regarding the degree-granting function of the institution, a working relationship between all Centers would be better understood.
LTbder Sec. 11, I suggest careful analysis of the functions of the Trustees, in
ordes to- determine if this body can incorporate the functions of the Advisory
ComMittee. The Trustees and Advisory Committee should be combined and
integrated as one body which represents the community and is accountable for
institutional management and development. The special character and relationship of the-Institute to.the Native American community would be better served
in his way. Language fohnd in Sec. 5 (b ) (2) already connotes a certain parental/
community representation. It remains, therefore, to consider the most efficacious
means for effecting student representation.'
Under Sec. 12, I recommend that compliance with Public Law 96-515, The
National Historical Preservation Act Amentiments of 1980, be added.
Under Sec. 7(a) (1), I recommend ihatnenseology be added to the a
of
instruction and training.
,
'10
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With these few cOMments and sugglenittna, I close my statement, with great
appredation for your time and attention to this important and neglected area.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much, Susan.

Your testimony rounds out what this bill seeks to do. It does not
want to intrude; it' wants to augment. It does not want to ,set back;
it wants t( move forward. It wants to plant and perpetuate for the
future sordething of which a lot of us feel we are losing too much.
The Pueblo testified this morning that they do not want their dances
circulated or taken out and away from their own people. We do not
seek to do that, but we do seek to make sure that they do stay with the

Pueblo without intruding in any way upon their respect for their

religious beliefs. We want to make sure that, whether we share or not
in the meaning or the experience, they are not.lost.
Maybe that isi not Our business, but when we look back through his-

tory, we find that so much has been dropped, so much is a question
mark to us in terms of culture and historical significance. S. 792 seeks
to perpetuate and preserve that culture, that history, that art, where
it is not an intrusion on any individual's rights or any group's rights.
we do hot want to intrude. We just want to help to preserve what we
have as a heritage.
.
Do you see any conflict in S. 792 with. the trust responsibility of the
Secretary?
Mr. PARKER. Mt. Chairman, as a lawyer with 10 years of experience

specializing in the field of Indian law,1 see-absolutely no conflict at
all. I think that the Department's position reflects a budgetary concern. More than that, I would hot give much credence to the arguments
which they have attempted to make.
The record speaks for the Department's role in this area. !think this
bill, which would place the institute on an independent basis, is the
only way, to go.

Senator MELCHEIL Thank you. Your experience is' noteworthy and

your observations carry a tremendous amount of weight with this,

committee.
I want to thank you both very much.

That concludes our hearing on S. 792. I again apologise for the

delay.

The hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:18 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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tavid L.111601ph, Admipietrative Aseistent/Plattar

RE:

Is Senator Melcher'a Arts Center Bill

fy
Central Maine Indian Association supports t s bill
we see the very
important need to re-awaken our People to
eir ape al heritage ap it
can be expressed Orough their cultural
tivities and arr.
As part of our strategy for commlnity self -sufficiend'y
is con.,
cerned that there be a viaable center of Indian arts.
Therefore, we are
beginning to develop a comunity center effort which would also hosf an
arts program center, museum, etc.
1

4

ReOPINEMIATION

**

Include'in the statellite efforts Ohartheeet.tildian Arts Center
as a potential Portion of the total effort,

program

RATIONALE

V

Virh the emergence of tat 1ne1en Trihes as Pedprallyjecpgnized, we see the ne
to
op s repository and artscenter
Zhe
re- smiling arts
cultural history and activities efforts.
Such a
satellite
tion could establish a partial funding resource for
such a pro
within our communilp center effort.
NOTE.

Please see that such finding ie not mandated solely
for fedirelly recogniied tribes, but also Milian
organisations i the b Oader sense.
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The Honorable William Cohen
Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510,

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to your request that the Arts Endowment
'provide witnesses to testify at a July 29 hearing on S. 792, a
bill to promote the dee-MO/lent of Native American_culture and art.
While the Endowment is sympathetic tothe overall intent of the
legislation, we would be unable to address specific proposals
contained in the bill as the proposed National-Institute of
Native American Culture-4:nd Arts Development would be administered
by the Interior'Department.
After consultation with the Office of Management and Budget, the
Endowment defers to the views of the Department of the Interior
on S. 792.
Sinc rely,

,

aelj*"14

L vingston L. Biddle, Jr,
Chairman
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NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE Hummoazitt........WASHINGTON. D.C. 2D7?,

THE CHAIRMAN

Honorable William S.,Cohen
Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
20510
Washington,
Dear

Ii06x,. hen:

This is in reply to your letter of July 5, 1981, requesting the
names of witnesses who will represent the National Endowment for the
Humanities at a hearing'on 5.,792, a bill to promote the development
of Native American culture and art. No one voi41 appear as a witness
to represent the Endowment at this hearing. The National Endowment
for the Humanities defers to the Department of Interior rlarding the
mertes of this bill.
,

The Office of Management aril Budget has advised us that it has no
th
objection to the submission of this report from the standpoint
AdOinistration's program.
Sincerely,

ea.
r'10

Joseph D. Duffey
Chairman
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MONTANA ARTS COUNCIL
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STATE OF MONTANA
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06. Ye} 0200

July 28, 1981
ANSOULA Of F

/a`firl
United States Senate,
Select ComaitChe on Indian Affairs
william S. Cohen, Chairman
20510
Washington, D.C.

Deir Memars of the Cemmittee.
It is with great honor that the Montana Arts Council acCepts your invitation
We in
to bring testimony before your committee concerning Se*. Bill 792.
Mariana recognize the need and importance in thoroughly explor.ng legislation
tnat will affect Waive people. Se 01.o val..c the recognition of the contributions
that Indian people have made to arts and culture, both traditionally and more
recently, in contributions to modern and contemporary expression.
,

,

a

Montana nes, within its borders, seven reservations which are the tribal and
we also have a population
cultural centers for ten distinct cultural groups
of landless native Americans and considerable for Montana's size) populations
of urban Indians with various tribal affiliations from throughout the Lower
.
forty -Eigh and Alanra

it is very important to recnide the worts
The Montana Arts Council feels .
The elders and practitioners
I-dlar artists
of traditional and corr...arai
sense of continuity for other members of ne
of traditional arts maintain
tribe or group to identify with and to emulate. They assist in preserving
traditions and ,altars from the past for succeeding generations, and provide
a way for those traditions and ideas to be reaffirmed in a dynamic day -to -day
Therefor*, the tredSkions--the old Ilys - -are not isolated occurrences
sense
The contemporary artists
but are blended into the cultural or tribal abric
take the notions. ideas, syabols and experiences` of tradition Arid weave them
This
into new and exciting works of As..S2O, dance. visual arts and literature.
maintains the relevance and meaning of tribal and cultural /identity in the

.

world.

Senate Bill 79; is a positive step
of Native American arts and culture
ball with manners of otos organiziti
Indian), we found that some points

s federal tacognition and support
ever, in the course of discussing the
Zara (both Indian and nonin
cne
rn

11P
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Senate Select - Committee on Indian Affairs

Page 2
July 28, 1981
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of'the bill are still momewhat unclear
Section 13 (Aotabrization)
appropriates $4.000,000 to '. carry out the purpoheiol this act.' It is not
direct', stated. however, whether the appropriation would be to carry on with
$he entire organizational business of the American Indian Arts Institute (ALAI}
and the Art. and Crafts Board or if this sue is only to cover the cost of transition and administration Changes. If $1.000.000 1s being allocated for{pe
entire Operation over the next year, we fear that the proposed program would
fall victim to underfundirn/
On another point, we would like to suggest the possibility of the use of biome
sort of regional system) for ;election of board members an as to insure representation.from a broad spectrum of Ind.ao people from across the country. 'This
would give the board a more naelonal character.
We applaud the intent of the bill and are especially supportive of tact section
Which removes the XIJ.1 and the Arts and Crafts Board from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. Their remaining within the Bureau could foster their further
politicization.
7

The Wotan& Arts Councll has. foetede past three yeirs, pursued an aggressive

I

program e,t (support and encourages,-ht to Native arts in the state.
:t is critical
1----"tatat any peboram initiated on behalf of Indian people and Jshich proposes longterm Involvement in their culture, be designed so as to assure its success in

being beneficial to all :Minn people in the United States.
Sincerely,

'David C 401149
Executive Director

"prarrasa. arcs Ca:NCII

or
o .
to
Due to the fact that I cannot appear in person to testify.
am submitting the above testimony for today's hearings on
S 79;ibefore the Select Committee on Indian Affairs.
.
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Western Oregon State College
Mosorourm 01111.01s

August 13, 1981
RECD AUG 1 i

Mr. W1111

1

S. Cohen

Maine, Ch imam

United St tgs Senate
ttee on Indian Affairs
Select
Nashingto , D.C. 20510
-Dear

Mr.

hen:

The Native American Council of Regents of tl* Institute of American
Indian Arts wishes to thank Mr. Melcher for this bill and Mr. William
hen for the opportunity to present testimony regarding S. 792.
Testimony
by

Helen Marie Redbird, President
Native American Council of Regents

Institute of American .Indian Arts
gardin4: S. 7'92
Native American; Culture and Art Development Act

Regents_ in their testimony a year ago had many concerns; regarding S. 21 , but since that time greater understanding of the situat n ha occurred. This understanding mitigates some of ,the conthe Regents.
cern
Th

It is the conviction' of the Regents that the Institute of American
Indian Art will never flourish under the 8ureau of Indian Affairs
or the Department of the Interior'. After '10 years of gathering data
on this issue, there is no other conclusion possible. The Regents
therefore give whole-hearted support to this legislation in the
hope that by greater collective efforts the indigenous people of,
the United States will be recognized for their artistic and cultural contribution to the culture of the American Society.

Again, think you for this opportunity to present our brief viewpoint.
Sincerely,
t4A+4

I424ki

Helen Marie Redbird
Chairman, Native American Council of Regents
HMR:11
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Prepared Statement of Lloyd Old CovoOk, Secretary, Crow
Tribe tilstorical and Culture'CoMmission
Mr. ChfifOilO, OSbefl of the Select Committee, people present
mg name is Lloyd Old Coyote,

membei os the Crow Tribe of Indians

of Southeastern Montana.

Currently, I serve in the capacity of the Crow
Tribe !Vistas:cal and Cult(Mre Commission as their Secretary. This cossilisioe
is

recognised entity of the Crow Tribal Council, established by a council

resolution.

The Commission members eie selected and,aoMpint'ed on the basis
of their knowledge of Crow Indian Culture and Biatory
Each members is

appointed for a lifetime
The Crow
Reservation Is an area of approximately 2f million
s located In South Central_ Montana.
It is
hole of approximately 6.5016
membera_o_f he Crow
About 1,200 members
i;re away from the reservation
though. some of those live nearby spend consideleSle time each.q.ear on the
Reservation
Thmi2row Indian Reservation is 'rich in iddien history And perhaps

one of the last strongholds of Indian culturn its own Mattino.

The
activities in our dally life is still tradiriobal Crow. reflecting any
the customs and practices handed down for' eeng geiteiations
are
proud of this rich Indian heritage which influences our everyday activities
of

whore this life-styly cospliments the cultivation of the doA-inanl society
practices of todays world.
Our learned tribal elders informed and shared with is that the
Indian lived .ntaeeetely and close to nature
Re was observant of
the natural world
Art acquired his knowledge and his life-style through
!labor.

Re believed that a soured& being (God) had designed this for us

to enjoy and appreciate'

Crow Indian Culture taken as a whole constitutes botp a thorough
statement and
thorough lessor. In Crow fndian philosophy-worldvlow,
spiritual' gOldance. social customs. and the Individuals place in [biotite
scheme
:e dlecoufages indulgence of social saeconduct
Crow moral value
eddresscharactor 1:4.11:dzng devices and
positive kind of social control
They offer help and guidance Jo*the areas of personal and psyeaological
growth
They offer religious instruction., hey revert knowlsdgc
than

help to instill leadership qualities. they develop group morale. strengthen
evItur.1 pride. and they offer enjoyment and ppreciatign
Desired and tfine
qualities such as manners. pollteness an other respect'able qualities are

hreonous
'sly of life.
The family is the
beginning for this training. refinement. and development of mind, morals,
and values that we still share mild cherish
shared and applied for

VP
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The Indian culture has suffered such in the pash.

Misunderstanding

and isinterpetation from the dominant society was the'result lief this
They are too anstitutsonalized in their view of
unde!iredyxperience.

other cuAures. They treat these other cultures as less pure and less
As a result, Someliegree of Indian culture violations hasoccured
ven:une
The movie and t.v industries are price examples of this violation'.
Cultural 'parasites has emerge [4r-wing successfully at title expense of
The Indian had a Image ,[o live down, some law:that were
#hee are
Parsed acfected him ad.'eriely toward bis cultural practices
perhaps,
the
:
wane
to
get
back
to
the
concepts
of
5.2166
more bit
enactment and promilgation of P.2166 will promote the development of Native
Indies values.

American co:tare and Art where the pr,,Wiselioe will compl:menZthe American
95-34: and the Archeclgolisc1 Resource
Indian eci.s'ions Preed.o.mAc- P S.
I hope thho suppression, infringement, and harassment of Indian

lc;

cultural practices are a thing of the past

In Atareas of Archeology-we experience some degree of vandalism
Thip type of action and
occurrences are adverse to l-dian beliefs. Indians themselves knew 4f many
and disturbance to some of our sacred sites.

ereheopovcal sites throughout therioloin At do not disturoe nor abase
these area; becLuse of thearreSpeAt and reverence for such Sited.
Some are velaeved to haw sacred mystic powers. Cthers are visited and
In our area - Legends d? the litt'e
interpeted by learned tripe, eldim
people ,n the Prynrs.ore still stared among the Crow people today.
WP;ringe are left there ft.: good loch whenever Crows Venbare IntO the
1
Many of oir landmarks', mountains and Mire are named after
The
Crow legends and stor.ope The Big Ho,- Pryer Isr,Ons such story
story of the SEven lligANorn .5,-eep-there are mongsalout them as well as
Some archeological sites on the Crow Indian
4nd,oilyml India- names
We are now making tentative
easervat.On, are rich 1r h.story and -*gond.

Pryers

plena for on site interpetationi of slele-sites,Saffal0 Jumisp, teepee
This Idea is tohelp us grain the
interest
rings, and' other points
knoeleye of the pest for ourae:wes4ur yaiin,1 people as e.1 as for all
There are also-evidence dif paCtorgrapb art whicewes
levels of c'Z'olars.
a form of commJnIcatron among Indians prioe to the advent of the European
race .

Meeldiscoverael by AnthrOpalbglBCand Arcneoiogiat of Ai7cient Indian .
We as Indians disagree
s

ocoepatjon mites posy scare questions than
.

..

1.

n.
.
with come cf their theories.
E40141-4..14ture has a beginning story and the Indian Culture as no

ealotottDaniarictla

11
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different.

OUr cultural practices and beliefs orignioated on this continent

anerfe deserve' the same recognitiOn as other cditImres of the world.

Indian Culture and Art are indeed fields of knowledge and should
be recognited as such among other fields of study.perhaps, this 'could

expand'end-artond unto even
ledge and wiodon.

doctorate progi'am based uponIndian"knoN,

This Indian Culture is not a dead cdlture but a living

. -'44olture,rich in Its significanom.

Indian people have assi.st man'y

scholars in acquiring their degree-so why not for the Indian based upon
his own knowledge and cultural experiences. an acceptable standard and
.cvlteriashould be estah:liehed and designed by thorotghle vevsed Indian
pebple toward air, Indian 'doctorate program.

(2) public members to serve on

the institute should include traditional and practicing type Indian people.

They can offer much of their wisdon to such an endeavor. PeO4P., valuable
information will not be taken out of context by doing so
(4)

The relationslop betreeit the institute and any museum of Art in the

United States should provide the opportunity for cross sharing of Indian
nulcure and art among the Indian people as well as other levels of scholars.

There is a wide diversity of cultural practices. la4uage, and customs
among the sang Indian tribes throughout the United Stated.

This will

sotivate the initaaLe of pnrticiDante in areas of gaining culture enrich"sent. pronote Indian Arts and Crafts
I am an advocate-of Crow Indian Culture !or its measure of rich
4.

experiences. rich gALgnificance and

of social qualities.

reason. I support Ind encourage th

enactment of the Native American

Culture and Art Development -

C

Sof that
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August 19, 1981
S.

o

Chairman of the Senate
SeIect'Committee on
Indian Affairs
Washington; DC 20510

It is my pleasure't0 tragsmdt the attalled
Reiolution No. 181-81 on behalf of the
Hawaii County Council.

R. 8. Leg
COUNTY

Pi

a' al; .1

Att.

10,

.

I.

V.
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ResoLufioN Ho. 111

I

WHEREAS, U. S. Senator
bill which provided for the
Native Aierican Culture and
at the hearing reoommending
the Senate Select Committee

el

Spark M. Matsunaga Co.spon
establishment of an Institu
art Development Act and teat
early enactment of the bill
on Indian Affairs; and

WHEREAS, Senator Matsunaga proposed that the Institute -oars
could provide the institutional support needed to help preserve
and promote Native Hawaiian culture and art and further encouraged
the establishment of permanent sites in Hawaii and Alaska for
activities which benefit the Native Americary and
WHEREAS, one of the 1978 amendments to the Hawaii State
Constirttion 'adopted by the voters of Hawaii _states,
The State
shall promote the study of Hawaiian culture, history and languages
is in consonance with the objective-of the proposed Institute; and

WHEREAS, recently the Office of Hawaiian Affairs Board of
Trustees adopted a 5 pant program and considered as,a top priority
the developing of the "Hawaiian-Renaissance" which is"the promotion
of the study of Hawaiian culture, history and language.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVEDBY THE,COUNIBIL OF THE COUNTY
OF HAWAII that'it extends its support for the establishment of an
Institute for Native American Culture and Art Development Board and
requeIts favoraple passage from'the Senate Select Committee on
Indian Affairs *hen Congress returns from their August recess. '
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Council expresses its deep
appreciation and mahalo to Senator Spark M. MatAunaga for his
initiative in pursuing Federal assistance in order to haiten the
implementation of "Hawaiian Renaissance".
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Cle4rk of the Countyof Hawaii
transmit a copy of this resolution to the Honorlble Spark M. Matsunhieo
U. S. Senator, and to the Chairman of the Senate Select Committee on.r,
Indian Affairs.
Dated' at Allb:Newaii,

this 19th day of August, ;984.
0
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